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11 Introductio n 

1.11 Foreword 

Thee main theme of this thesis is the study of some phenomena which occur in the world 
off  curves over algebraically closed fields of positive characteristic, and which do not have 
counterpartss in the case of characteristic zero. Let us mention two examples of such 
phenomena.. The first example is given by non-singular projective curves in positive char-
acteristicc having a non-zero exact regular differential form. This is the property of having 
aa singular Hasse- Witt matrix. We know this phenomenon cannot occur over a charac-
teristicc zero field, since any non-constant rational function over a projective non-singular 
curvee will always have poles and its differential will have poles as well. 
Thee other example is existence of curves, over an algebraically closed field k of character-
isticc p, whose jacobian variety J has a trivial group of p-torsion points, Jp-tors( )̂ ~ {OJ} -
Thiss is the property of having "p-rank equal to zero". One should compare this with the 
factt that in characteristic zero, or more generally when p J(n, the cardinality of the group 
off  n-torsion points ^n-tors *s n2i'> w ^ n 9 = ^m J-

Anotherr common feature of the kind of geometrical properties which we consider in 
thiss thesis is that they are satisfied only by special (families of) curves. More precisely, 
theyy are satisfied only on proper closed subsets of the moduli space M.g <S> k, the algebraic 
varietyy parametrizing the isomorphism classes of all curves of genus g over k. For instance, 
onn a generic curve X of genus g, corresponding to a general point of Mg®k, every non-zero 
regularr differential form is non-exact, and the cardinality of *A)-tors( )̂ *s P9 > 1-

Thee interest in geometrical properties of this doubly special kind, i.e. typical of the 
positivee characteristic world and, even there, verified in special cases, arises from two 
mainn motivations. First of all, one hopes that the families of curves mentioned above 
mayy eventually help to understand the geometry of Mg itself better. The reason to be 
soo optimistic lies in the fact that the definition of a geometrical property usually gives 
risee not only to a set of distinguished subvarieties of JAg, but also in many cases to a 
stratificationn of it. This is indeed the case for those properties analyzed in this thesis. 
Thee second motivation, which we find, to our taste, not less attractive than the previous 
one,, is that very often it happens that the study of very special objects in a mathematical 
theoryy helps to clarify the scope and the character of the theory itself. Moreover these 
special,, or extremal, objects often have extra interesting features, like a lot of symmetries 
orr beautiful arithmetical properties, or are used for the study of any other object of a 
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givenn category for their universal properties. Consider for example the role of the circle 
inn euclidean geometry or that of projective spaces in algebraic geometry. 
AA guiding example in the context of this thesis may be provided by the hermitian curve 
X**X** 11 + Y?*1 = Z*** 1, defined over Fp, and isomorphic to the Fermat curve of degree p + 1 
overr Fp2. It is a well known curve much studied by many authors, and together with 
itss generalizations, it finds applications in coding theory. The curve above is extremal 
accordingg to both the properties mentioned before: every regular differential form on it 
iss exact and it has p—rank zero. In the plane model given above, every point over Fp 

iss an inflection point. This might be thought of as a "pathological" phenomenon, when 
comparedd with the intuition coming from real or complex algebraic geometry. But the 
givenn curve also has the nice properties of achieving the maximum number of points over 
Fp22 and the maximum order of automorphism group, relatively to the set of all curves of 
thee same genus. 
Ourr feeling is that objects like the hermitian curve, far from being "pathological", indeed 
reveall  much of the subtleties and beauty of the characteristic p geometry of curves. 
Finallyy let us draw the reader's attention to the following analogy between the hermitian 
curvee and an old friend from high school: let us use the notation x = xp for x € Fp2. 
Notee that x is indeed a conjugation in Fp2. Then an affine model for the hermitian curve is 
xx+yyxx+yy = 1, and its "real points", i.e. the points over Fpt satisfy the equation: x2+y2 = 1. 

1.22 Historical overview of the basic concepts 

Thee concept of an abstract algebraic curve over an arbitrary field has its origins in the 
endd of nineteenth century, mainly in the work of Dedekind and Weber, who were among 
thee first to observe that most of the theory of function fields in one variable could be 
developedd in purely algebraic terms. However, we owe to F.K. Schmidt in the late 20's 
andd the 30's of the twentieth century a systematic treatment of the theory of algebraic 
curvess in arbitrary characteristic including a proof for the Riemann-Roch theorem for 
curvess in positive characteristic. Among the concepts introduced by F.K. Schmidt, we 
wil ll  mention the general definition of the zeta function associated to a complete absolutely 
irreduciblee smooth curve X, defined over a finite field F9, obtained by extending previous 
workk of E. Artin in the hyperelliptic case: let Nm the number of points of X rational over 
Fqm,, then 

0 00
 fm 

Z(t)Z(t) = exvC£Xm-). (1) 
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Moreoverr he proved the rational expression for Z(t): 

ZZ^-(l-t)(l-^-(l-t)(l- qqt) t) 

withh F2ff(0 a polynomial of degree 2g in Q[t],  g being the genus of X, and the functional 
equationn for Z(t) : 

Z{l/qt)Z{l/qt) = ql-H2-^Z(t). 

Inn the language developed by F.K. Schmidt it was possible to state the famous Riemann 
hypothesiss for curves over finite fields. It states that 

|a|| = qx/2, for any root a of P2g{t). 

Inn his unpublished Ph.D. thesis, E. Artin had already produced a lot of evidence for this 
conjecturee in the hyperelliptic case. F.K. Schmidt did not prove the Riemann hypothesis, 
butt we like to recall that he defined and studied the Weierstrass points for curves in 
positivee characteristic, and his ideas on this subject have been revived in the mid 80's 
byy K-O Stöhr and F. Voloch in [36], leading to an elementary proof and strengthening 
off  the Riemann hypothesis for curves over finite fields. Weierstrass points in positive 
characteristicc are still an important tool for the study of curves with maximal number of 
pointss over a finite field. 

Thee first important result on the Riemann hypothesis is due to H. Hasse who in 1932 
provedd the Riemann hypothesis for curves of genus 1. An important tool in Hasse's work 
iss the notion of the Hasse- Witt matrix, which he associated, together with E. Witt, to a 
curvee in positive characteristic. In a modern language, it describes the p-linear operator 
F*F*  : Hx{öx) —* Hl{Ox), with F the absolute Frobenius morphism of a curve X. 

Wee owe to Hasse the definition and the study of the class of supersingular elliptic curves 
andd the first results on the endomorphism rings of elliptic curves in arbitrary characteristic. 
Ann elliptic curve E over an algebraically closed field k with char(fc) = p is said to be 
supersingularr if the kernel of the multiplication by p has cardinality #E\p](k) — 1. A 
studyy of the p-linear operator F* defined above allowed H. Hasse to find an explicit 
polynomialpolynomial whose roots are the j—invariants of the supersingular elliptic curves. In 1941 
Maxx Deuring was able to count the isomorphism classes of supersingular elliptic curves, 
viaa a characterization of their endomorphism algebras. Let us state part of Hasse's and 
Deuring'ss results as follows. 
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Theoremm 1.1. Let E be an elliptic curve over k = k. The following facts are equivalent: 

1)1) E is super singular; 
2)2) F* = 0; 
3)3) End{E) is non-commutative. 

ThenThen End(.E) ® Q = A»,p> w ^ A»,p ^ e unique quaternion division algebra ramified at 
ccc and p, and the following formula holds (Deuring 's mass formula): 

STST 1
 = Lzl (2) 

fafa #Aut(£) 24 ' KJ 

wherewhere the sum is over the isomorphism classes [E]  of supersingular elliptic curves over k. 

Thee proof of the general Riemann hypothesis for curves was found by A. Weil in 1940, 
usingg the theory of correspondences for curves. An equivalent formulation of the Riemann 
hypothesiss is the following upper bound for the number N of rational points of X over 

\N-q-l\<2gq\N-q-l\<2gq1/21/2, , 

knownn as the Hasse- Weil bound. To Weil we owe the conjectural generalization of the 
propertiess of zeta functions stated above to arbitrary smooth projective varieties in pos-
itivee characteristic, and the suggestion that the rationality and the functional equation 
shouldd follow from the existence of a cohomological theory for such varieties with coeffi-
cientss in characteristic 0 and properties analogous to the singular cohomology of complex 
varietiess (Weil cohomologies). He gave evidence for his conjectures by the analysis of 
speciall  cases, like the Fermat varieties X™ +  + X™ = 0 and, especially, the case of 
abeliann varieties. A. Weil was indeed the builder of the theory of abelian varieties over 
fieldsfields in arbitrary characteristic, cf. his memoir [40]. To an abelian variety A over k, he 
associatedd the inverse system of the /" torsion subgroups Ai», denoted by Ti(A), where 
II  jL p — char(fc). Ti(A) is a Z( module, now known as the Tate module of A. There is a 
canonicall  injection 7}  : Hom^A, B) >—*  Homzi{Ti{A),Ti{B)). 
Iff  A is defined over a finite field k and F is the Frobenius over &, then the characteris-
ticc polynomial P>i(i) of the endomorphism Ti(F) has integer coefficients and if A is the 
jacobiann variety of a curve X, then this characteristic polynomial is equal to £25P2g(l/£), 
withh P-ig the polynomial introduced above. 
TwoTwo decades later than the memoir of Weil, in his paper [38], J. Tate showed that for A 
andd B abelian varieties defined over a finite field fc, the image of the map 7] introduced 
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abovee is the part of Homz,(Ti(A), Ti(B)) invariant under the natural action of the abso-
lutee Galois group Gal(fc, k). As a consequence of this, Tate also showed that P2g{t) is a 
completee k—isogeny invariant of the abelian variety, that is, two abelian varieties A and 
BB are Ar-isogenous if and only if P^(i) = pB(t)-

InIn the late 50's and early 60's many results were proved about the structure of p-
subgroupss of abelian varieties in characteristic p, thanks to the work of many people, 
amongg which we will mention P. Cartier, J. Dieudonné, A. Grothendieck, Yu. Manin, T. 
Oda,, F. Oort, J.-P. Serre, J. Tate. Since the multiplication by p is inseparable, the concept 
off  group schemes, rather than group varieties, was crucial. The following analogue of the 
Tatee group Tt(A) was much studied: the group A\p°°], defined as the union, for all ra's, of 
thee group scheme kernels Apn of the multiplications by pn. It has a much richer structure 
andd it contains more delicate information about the abelian variety A than 7](A). For 
example,, A\p°°] has the structure of a p-divisible formal group scheme (see [5] for an 
introduction). . 

Thee main tool for studying finite commutative or p-divisible formal group schemes is 
thee theory of Dieudonné modules. For example, one instance of this theory establishes an 
anti-equivalencee of categories between the category of finite commutative group schemes 
overr a perfect field k of positive characteristic, and the category of modules of finite length 
overr the non-commutative ring W(k)[F, V], with W(k) the ring of infinite Witt vectors 
overr fc, subject to the relations FV = VF = p, Fa = a?F, Vaff = Va, with a G W(k) 
andd a the Frobenius operator over W(k). 
AA theorem of Oda in 1969 (see [22]) states that, for an abelian variety A over a perfect 
fieldd k, the first De Rham cohomology group Hl

DR(A, k) is canonically isomorphic with 
thee Dieudonné module of the group scheme Ap. Moreover, let V : A  ̂ —> A be the 
VerschiebungVerschiebung operator, i.e. the dual of F': A1 —* (A*)^, the relative Frobenius operator 
forr the dual abelian variety A1. Then one can derive from Oda's results that the subgroup 
schemee ker(-F) n ker(V) c A has Dieudonné module equal to coker F* : H1{OA) —
H\OH\OAA). ). 

Inn general, from finite subgroup schemes of j4[p°°], or from their associated Dieudonné 
modules,, it is possible to extract isomorphism invariants for A (cf. [23]). The most basic 
onee is obtained in the following way. Let ap be the kernel of Frobenius in Ga, the additive 
groupp scheme over k. 

Definitio nn 1.1. The number 

a(A)a(A) = dimfcHomk.gr.sch.(
aP^)' 
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isis called the a-number of the abelian variety A. 

Wee remark that the notion of the a-number has been recently extended to a very broad 
classs of algebraic varieties by G. van der Geer and T. Katsura, see [10]. A much more 
manageablee formula for a(A) is the following: 

a(A)a(A) = dim(kerF*  : H\OA) - Hl{0A)). 

Itt was proved by F. Oort in [25] that the a-numbers of abelian varieties of dimension g 
mayy assume any value 0 < a < g. 
Onn the other hand, in the case of jacobian varieties, there are restrictions on the possible 
a-numbers,, and one of the problems studied in this thesis is indeed to find such restrictions. 

Inn his article [18], Yu. Manin classified the isogeny classes of p-divisible formal group 
schemess G defined over an algebraically closed field, and he applied his results to the 
groupss v4[p°°]. The outcome was a very simple finite set of isogeny invariants of abelian 
varietiess in positive characteristic. More precisely, he found that any G is isogenous 
too a direct product of known iso-simple objects Gm,n, characterized by the couples of 
integerss (m,n) such that m,n > 0, gcd(m,n) = 1, and with dim(Gm,n) = m and 
rank(C?m,„)) = m 4- n. We will not describe further these iso-simple objects, but we will 
justt mention that G^n = Gnim, where the notation Gl denotes the Serre-dual of a p-
divisiblee G, and that Gi,0 = CJm[p°°], with Gm the multiplicative group over k. In the case 
GG = A\p°°], if GmtTl appears in the isogeny decomposition of G, then also Gn>m appears, 
andd with the same multiplicity. This condition comes from the existence of polarizations 
forr A, hence of isogenies between A and its dual abelian variety A*. Manin conjectured 
thatt this condition is necessary and sufficient for G to be equal to a A[p°°]. This was proved 
laterr by means of Honda-Tate theory, but see also [27] for a different proof. The set of 
coupless (m, n) appearing in the decomposition of G, is usually encoded in the Newton 
polygonpolygon NP(G) of G. It is a lower convex polygon in K>0 starting at (0,0), and having 
slopess Aj equal to the ratios m/(m + n), each repeated m + n times, and arranged in 
non-decreasingg order. For G = j4[p°°], the corresponding Newton polygon NP(J4) is an 
isogenyy invariant of A and it is symmetric, that is, if A is a slope, then also 1 — A is a slope. 
Hence,, in particular, its endpoint is {2g,g), with g = dim(A). The highest possible such 
Newtonn polygon has all slopes equal to 1/2, (supersingular case), and the lowest possible 
iss the graph of the function f(x) = 0 for x 6 [0,#], and f(x) = x - g for x E [g,2g] 
(ordinary(ordinary case). 

Iff  A is defined over a finite field F9, there is a tight relation between NP(A) and the 
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characteristicc polynomial of Probenius 

PPAA(t)(t) = t2g + dt29'1 +  + oag-it + c2g, 

namely: : 
\\ = vp{d)/vp(q), 

withh vp the p-adic valuation. 

InIn just one case the Newton polygon characterizes a unique isogeny class, and this is 

thee supersingular case. The following result is due to Oort, see [24]. 

Theoremm 1.2. Let A be an abelian variety over an algebraically closed field k of positive 
characteristic.characteristic. The following facts are equivalent: 

1)1) the Newton polygon has all slopes equal to 1/2; 
2)2) A is isogenous to a product of supersingular elliptic curves. 

Whenn one of the conditions above is satisfied, A is said supersingular. 
Supersingularr abelian varieties are known to exist for any dimension (cf. above), but it is 
nott clear if the same fact holds for jacobian varieties. A curve is said to be supersingular 
iff  its jacobian variety is. In their article [11], G. van der Geer and M. van der Vlugt, 
showedd the existence of supersingular curves of any genus in characteristic 2. To study 
thee existence problem for supersingular curves in char> 3 is another objective of this 
thesis. . 

Sincee the late 80's, considerable work has been done on the moduli spaces Ag <8> Fp 

off  principally polarized abelian varieties in characteristic p, using isogeny or isomorphism 
invariantss of the kind described above. This research field has been developed mainly 
byy the Dutch school of algebraic geometry, of which we will mention A. J. de Jong, G. 
vann der Geer, B. Moonen, F. Oort, with contribution from the Swedish mathematician 
T.. Ekedahl. Two different stratifications of the moduli space of principally polarized 
abeliann varieties have been defined. The first one is based on Newton polygons. By work 
off  Grothendieck and Katz, Newton polygons define a stratification, cf. [15]. The strata 
aree given by the isomorphism classes of abelian varieties with a given Newton polygon, 
hencee each stratum is invariant under isogeny. A survey on the topic of Newton polygon 
stratificationss can be found in [28]. The supersingular stratum, i.e. the one associated 
too the supersingular Newton polygon, is the smallest of such strata and it has dimension 
[<72/4],, cf. [17]. For g > 9 a non-empty intersection between the supersingular stratum 
andd Torelli locus, i.e. the locus of jacobian varieties in Ag, cannot follow from dimension 
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consideration,, since the sum of the codimensions of those two sets exceeds dimAg. A 
natural,, but likely a difficult, open problem is to understand the intersection between the 
Newtonn polygon strata and the Torelli locus. The first important results in this direction 
havee very recently been obtained by C. Faber and G. van der Geer, who proved that the 
locuss of stable curves over an algebraically closed field k of char= p having p-rank at most 
ƒƒ is pure of codimension g — ƒ in Mg <g> k, cf. their preprint [7]. 

Thee second stratification of Ag 0 Fp is called the Ekedahl-Oort stratification. Its 
strataa are characterized by the isomorphism types of the finite group schemes A\p], for A a 
principallyy polarized abelian variety of dimension g over k (cf [29]). The basic observation 
forr this construction is that only a finite number of isomorphism types of such A\p] are 
possible.. The smallest of the Ekedahl-Oort strata is the one consisting of the isomorphism 
classess of abelian varieties with a-number= g. This stratum is zero dimensional, and the 
formulaa for its class in the Chow ring of Ag <8> Fp can be considered as a generalization of 
Deuring'ss mass formula 2. A formula of this class is a particular case of general formulas 
forr the classes of Ekedahl-Oort strata, obtained by G. van der Geer and T. Ekedahl in [9]. 
Inn the same paper the Ekedahl-Oort strata are defined using the fact, mentioned above, 
thatt the de Rham cohomology groups HbR(A, k), together with their p-linear operators 
F,F, V give the Dieudonné modules of the group schemes A\p]. Also here an interesting open 
problemm is to understand the intersections of the various strata of this stratification with 
thee Torelli locus. 

1.33 New results 

Ass already mentioned above, this thesis focuses on two different numerical invariants for 
aa curve over an algebraically closed field of positive characteristic. The first invariant 
iss the a-number of the jacobian of the given curve, see definition 1.1 above. It is not 
ann isogeny invariant. The second one is the Newton polygon associated to the jacobian, 
whichh is an isogeny invariant. In this last case we focus our attention in particular on the 
supersingularr case, i.e. the case when the Newton polygon is the highest possible. 

Inn chapter 2 we report our study of the restrictions on the possible a-numbers of 
Jacobians.. The starting point is the article [6] of T. Ekedahl, which deals with the notion 
off  superspecial curves and abelian varieties. An abelian variety A over an algebraically 
closedd field k of positive characteristic is said to be superspecial if it is isomorphic to a 
productt of supersingular elliptic curves E\ x  x Eg, as unpolarized abelian variety. A 
curvee is said to be superspecial if its jacobian variety is. A result in [6] is that a curve 
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XX can be superspecial only if its genus g(X) satisfies the inequality g{X) < p(p — l)/2. 
Now,, it is well known that an abelian variety is superspecial if and only if a(A) = dim A, 
i.e.. its a-number is the maximum possible, cf. for example [26], or [20], theorem 4.1. 
Equivalently,, the rank of the Hasse-Witt matrix of a superspecial abelian variety is 0. 
Thiss fact makes one suspect that for curves a bound on the genus depending on the rank 
off  their Hasse-Witt matrix should exist. Another evidence in favour of this conjecture 
wass a remark of Gerard van der Geer, who showed to us how to find such a bound in 
thee case of char— 2, as a consequence of Clifford's theorem. In our approach, we use the 
Cartierr operator acting on the space of regular differential on a curve X, which is dual 
too the Hasse-Witt operator by the Serre duality, see the introduction of chapter 2 for 
definitions.. Then we observe that if the rank of the Cartier operator, equivalently the 
rankk of the Hasse-Witt operator, is < m, then the curve X has the following very special 
property:: for general points Pi,  , Pm+i on X there exists a rational function f on X 
havingg poles only on Pi,  , Pm+i , and with multiplicity equal to p over these points. If 
g(X)g(X) is greater than (m + l)p, this phenomenon can never happen in characteristic 0. 
Indeedd a curve with such a property is non-classical, in the sense of Stöhr-Voloch, see [36]. 
Now,, when a curve possesses a very special line bundle, i.e. a line bundle with unexpected 
numberr of sections relatively to its degree, it is sometimes possible to obtain a bound on 
thee genus depending on the degree of such a line bundle. One encounters such a situation 
inn classical algebraic geometry in Castelnuovo's proof for a bound of the genus of a non-
degeneratee irreducible curve of degree d in V. By suitable refinements of Castelnuovo 
techniques,, and by applying them in our char= p context, we get the following results. 

Theoremm 1.3. Let X be an hyperelliptic curve over an algebraically closed field in char-
acteristicacteristic p > 0, and suppose that the Hasse-Witt operator F* : Hl(Ox)  Hl{öx) has 
rankrank m. Then 

g(X)<(p+l)/2g(X)<(p+l)/2 + mp 

Inn the general case we prove the following result. 

Theoremm 1.4. Let X be non-hyperelliptic, and suppose that rk F* — m. Then 

g(X)<(m+l)^^-g(X)<(m+l)^^- + pm. 

Wee also consider the case when F* is nilpotent, with nilpotency order equal to r. This 
casecase is meaningful, because it is well known that F* is nilpotent if and only if the jacobian 
varietyy J of the curve X has p-rank= 0. We obtain the following result. 
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Theoremm 1.5. In the notations above, if{F*) r = 0 for some r > 1, then 

gg{X)<tf(tf-\)/2. {X)<tf(tf-\)/2. 

ThisThis bound is reached by the hermitian curves: 

yPyPrr - y = xpr+l . 

Thee last two theorems give back Ekedahl's bound g(X) < p{jp - l)/2, for a curve X 
withh F* = 0, as a particular case. A proof Ekedahl's bound by methods analogous to 
ourss was given independently also by M. Baker in his paper [1]. Our approach to such 
boundss provides a clear geometrical interpretation of the effect of the degeneration of the 
operatorr F* on the geometry of curves in positive characteristic. 

Inn chapter 3 we start to study the problem of the existence of supersingular curves 
inn arbitrary positive characteristic. The material contained in this chapter is not com-
pletelyy original, since it is our elaboration of ideas of N. O. Nygaard and T. Ekedahl, 
leadingg to some criteria of supersingularity for curves and abelian varieties. In the first 
sectionn of chapter 3 we reformulate Nygaard's necessary and sufficient conditions for the 
supersingularityy of curves or abelian varieties. We obtain conditions expressed in terms of 
thee cohomology with Witt vectors coefficients defined by Serre, cf. [33]. Our motivation 
forr such a formulation is that Witt vectors cohomology is computable in the Zariski site, 
hencee we believe it easier to compute in concrete cases, for example for curves given by 
explicitt equations in projective spaces. In the second section of chapter 3, we apply and 
extendd ideas of T. Ekedahl, to get a sufficient condition for the supersingularity of curves 
admittingg a group action of special kind. The precise result is the following. 

Theoremm 1.6. Let X be a curve defined over a number field K, with an action of a finite 
groupgroup G of exponent n, such that all irreducible representations of G occur at most once 
inin H})R(XQ,Q). If pr = —1 mod n for some r, and X has good reduction in char = p, 
thenthen X mod p is supersingular. 

Thiss criterion can be applied to give a new proof of the supersingularity of the Fermat 
curvess x , + 1+y9 + 1+^9 +1 = 0, with q a power of the characteristic, which was already known 
sincee the article [14], where it was obtained with a different method. Indeed, we prove 
thatt any abelian covering X of P1 ramified over three points satisfies the assumptions 
onn the group action on H])R{X) required by the theorem above, see theorem 3.5. But, 
potentially,, the criterion stated above may provide also other examples of supersingular 
curves,, as it is shown by an example at the end of chapter 3. 
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Inn chapter 4 we construct supersingular curves in many genera, producing some tables 
off  genera of supersingular curves in characteristic equal to some small prime numbers 
pp > 3. More precisely, we compute quotients of the Fermat curves with respect to many 
classess of subgroups of their (very big) automorphism group, which is isomorphic to 
PGU(3,, q2). In the course of the computations we extend some results of [8], where similar 
computationss were performed for quotients of the Hermitian curves Yq+1 = XqZ + XZq, 
isomorphicc to the Fermat curve as above over Fg2. We implemented in a computer program 
thee general formulas for the genera of the supersingular curves so constructed and we 
obtainedd some interesting numerical results. For instance we get any g < 100 except 
maybee g — 59 as the genus of a supersingular curve in char=3, any g < 100 with no 
exceptionss if char= 5 and similarly good results for other small primes. At the end of the 
chapterr we observe that analogous and indeed much simpler constructions are capable to 
producee explicit examples of p-rank 0 curves of any genus in char= 3 and char= 5. 
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22 The o-number of jacobian varieties 

Thiss chapter is a revised and slightly expanded version of our article [31]1. 

2.11 Introductio n 

Lett X be a smooth complete irreducible curve defined over an algebraically closed field k 
off  characteristic p > 0. The purpose of this chapter is to find limitations on the possible 
a-numberss of jacobian varieties of dimension g, see definition 1.1. We also know that the 
a-numberr of the jacobian variety J of a curve X may be defined as the dimension of the 
kernell  of 

F*F*  : H\Oj) - H\Oj), 

Usingg the identification Hl{öj) = Hl{öx), via a Abel-Jacobi map, one may also compute 
a(J)a(J) as the dimension dim ker F*  : Hl{öx) —  Hl{Ox)- This number is easier to compute 
viaa the action of the Cartier operator on regular differential forms, defined in [4]. It is a 
<r-1-linearr operator acting on the sheaf Clx °f differential forms on X, with a denoting 
thee Frobenius automophism of k. It has the following properties: 

1.. C(u)i + (v2) = C(ui) + C(u2) 

2.. C(df) = 0 

3.. C(/pw) = fC{uj) 

4.. CUp~ldf) = df 

5.. C(df/f) = df/f 

wheree UJI:U>2 (respectively ƒ) are local sections of flx (respectively of Ox)-
Thiss operator induces a p-linear map C : H°(QX) —  H°(Q,X) acting on the space of the 
regularr differential forms. For ƒ 6 Hl(Ox), w € H°(ül

x) and , ) the Serre-duality 
pairing,, it holds 

(f,Cu)(f,Cu)pp = (F*fM-
Thiss relation can be thought as a duality relation between the Cartier operator and the 
Hasse-Wittt operator F*. This justifies the use of the Cartier operator for calculating the 
a-number,, as stated above. 

xThiss article is partly reproduced here under permission of Academic Press. 
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Wee wish also to draw the reader's attention to the fact that, by the properties above, 
thee kernel of the Cartier operator on a curve is the space of locally exact regular differential 
formsforms on the curve i.e. the regular differential forms u such that, locally, u = df. In 
characteristicc p the numbers g and a(C) — dimkerC need not to be equal, see chapter 1. 
Wee refer to [30] for more information on (sheaves of) locally exact differential forms on 
curves. . 

Thee purpose of this paper is showing that the conditions that the Cartier operator C 
hass low rank, equivalently a(J) big, or that C is nilpotent, imply strong properties on the 
geometryy of the curve X. Indeed we will prove that the curve X cannot have arbitrary 
genus.. If we impose the condition that the rank of the Cartier operator is small when 
comparedd to the genus, or if we impose that the Cartier operator is nilpotent, then the 
genuss of the curve X is smaller than a certain bound depending on the rank of the Cartier 
operatorr (see theorem 2.1), or its order of nilpotency (see theorem 2.2). Bounds on the 
rankk of the Cartier operator and of its powers, depending on the ramification behaviour 
off  the canonical linear system at a point x € X, were previously given by K.O. Stöhr and 
P.. Viana in the article [35]. We are able to give unconditional bounds by showing that the 
hypothesiss that the Cartier operator has a certain rank m < g{X) implies the existence 
off  certain base point free linear systems on the curve. This is done in Section 2.2. One 
iss able to estimate the dimensions of these linear systems, and draw some bounds on the 
genuss g(X) from this information. This procedure applies for both the main results of 
thiss paper, theorems 2.1 and 2.2. The result in theorem 2.2 is sharp as is shown by some 
classicall  examples of curves: see example 7. The result in theorem 2.1 is probably not 
sharp,, but it is a first step towards better and possibly sharp bounds. 

2.22 Effect on linear  systems 

Wee will prove some simple propositions which link degeneration properties of the Cartier 
operatorr of a certain curve to the existence of particular linear systems on that curve. 
Thesee propositions use only the properties of the Cartier operator stated in the introduc-
tionn and are basic to all the results of this paper. 

Notations. . 

 X a smooth projective curve over an algebraically closed field k with char(Ar) = p > 
0. . 

 For D any divisor in X, we denote by H°(D) (resp. Hl(D)) the vector space 
H°(X,OH°(X,Oxx{D)){D))  (resp. H\X,Ox{D))). 
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 Kx a canonical divisor on X. 

 Q the sheaf of differential forms on X. 

 C the Cartier operator C : H°{Q) -> H°(Q). 

Propositionn 2.1. Suppose that there is a point x € X and there are integers 0 < ni < 
nn22<<  ... <nm such that for every i one has 

h°(fah°(fa + l)px) = h°(fap + p- l)x) 

(i.e.(i.e. fa + l)p is a gap at x). Then rk(C) > m. 

Proof.Proof. Under the hypotheses above the Riemann-Roch theorem tells us that 

h°(Kh°(Kxx - fop + p- l)x) = 1 + h°(Kx - fa + l)px) 

forr every i = l , . . . ,m. In other words, there are global differential forms a;*  on X 
suchh that (jj{  has multiplicity n(p + p — 1 at x for every i — 1,... ,m. Because of the 
universalityy of the construction of the Cartier operator (see [4]), one may compute C(u)i) 
onn a expansion Wj = (fliP+p~l + (higher order terms))efó with respect to a local parameter 
tt at x, and then apply the properties of the Cartier operator stated in the introduction 
too get C(u>i) = tni(l + a)dt, where a belongs to the ideal (t) of the local ring Ox,x- Then 
onee finds immediately that C(u/i),...,C(wm) are linearly independent, which concludes 
thee proof.

Wee note that as a consequence of the proposition above, we have: 

Corollaryy 2.1. If rk(C) - m, then h°((m + l)px) > 2 for every x e X. 

Wee will need also a strengthened version of the preceding corollary. 

Propositionn 2.2. Suppose that rk(C) — m. Then for a general effective divisor D on X 
 deg D = m + 1, which we also write D = X\ + ... + xm+i, one has: 

h°(pD)h°(pD) = l + h°(pD-xm+l). 

Remark.. By a general divisor of degree n we will always mean that, if we denote by 
XXnn the n-th symmetric product of the curve X, there is an open subset U c Xn, such 
thatt all the effective divisors D € U have the stated property. 
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Proof.Proof. Let us consider the linear system induced by the image of the Cartier operator 
Im(C)) C H°(Kx)- This is a linear system of dimension m - 1 (empty if m = 0), hence 
mm general points x\,... ,xm will not simultaneously be in the support of any divisor in 
thiss linear system. This implies that for any xm+l € X there is no differential form u 
whichh has zeros of order at least p at x\,..., xm and a zero of order p - 1 at xm+i, since 
otherwisee C{uS) would be non-zero and it would give a divisor in P(Im(C)) which contains 
x i , . . .. ,xm. The non-existence of such an u can be rephrased by saying: 

h°(Q{-pxh°(Q{-pxll -...~pxm-{p- l)xm+1) = h°(Sl{-pxi - . .. - pxm - pxm+1)) 

whichh by Riemann-Roch is equivalent to: 

h°(pxih°(pxi + ... + pxm+i) = 1 + h°{pxi + . .. + pxm + (p - l)arm+i) . 

G G 

Thee next proposition, similar in spirit to the preceding ones, is needed in Section 2.4. 

Propositionn 2.3. If the r-th power C of the Cartier operator is zero, then h°(prx) > 2 
forfor every x € X. 

Proof.Proof. Suppose that h°(prx) = 1. Then, because 

h°(Kh°(K - {/ - l)x) = 1 + h°(K - pTx) 

(cf.. Prop. 2.2), one can find a global differential form w which has multiplicity pr -1 at x. 
Butt then one can easily show by induction on 0 < i < r that C*(w) has multiplicity pr~l -1 
att x, by using an expansion of w with respect to a local parameter at x. In particular 
onee gets that the multiplicity of CT(UJ) at re is zero, which implies that CT(UJ) ^ 0, a 
contradiction.. d 

Soo far we have shown that some degeneration hypotheses on the Cartier operator 
implyy the existence of certain (infinite) families of linear systems on the curve, which are 
nott expected to exist on arbitrary curves. This will be used in the next sections to get 
boundss on the genus of the curve. To do this we will need the following proposition on 
thee multiplication of sections of line bundles over a curve. 
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Propositionn 2.4. Let C, M, N line bundles on X such that: 

1.1. H°(J\f) induces a base point free linear system on X; 

2.2. C = Oc(D) and M = Oc{E), where D and E are effective divisors with disjoint 
supports,supports, D non zero. 

3.3. there is a point y 6 Supp(£>) and a divisor F e P(#°(.A/")) such that Hy{F) = 1> 
andand Supp(ö) n Supp(F) = {</} . 

4-4- for this point y one has h°(M(y)) = h°(M); 

5.5. y is not a base point for L ® M ® M. 

ThenThen one has: 

hhQQ{C®M®M){C®M®M) - h°(M ®M) > h°{C®M) - h°{M) + 1 (3) 

Proof.Proof. The divisors F and D given in the hypotheses are associated to certain global 
sectionss of M and C respectively, which we will denote again by F and D. These global 
sectionss can be used to construct a commutative diagram, with exact rows: 

00 -*  H°(M) * H°(C®M) -> H0(OD) 
IFIF [F IF\D 

00 -> H°{M®N) £ H°(C®M®fS) -  H°{OD). 

Thee map H°(OD) —> H°(OD) induced by the multiplication by F has cokernel equal 
too H°(Oy) = k(y), because F is the equation of the reduced subscheme {y} of D by 
hypothesis.. On another hand the composition 

H°(C®M®SS)-+H°(C®M®SS)-+ H0(OD) -> k{y) 

iss surjective, by the property (5). The proof will be complete if we show that the map 

H°{CH°{C ® M)/D  H°{M) -5- H°{£ ®M® M)/D  H°(M ® M) 

inducedd by F is injective, because the image V of this map cannot generate Op at the 
pointt y, whereas H°(C ® M ®N)}D  H°(M ®Jf) does. The injectivity of that map is 
provenn if one shows that 

FF  H°{£ ®M)nD- H°{M ®JV)=F-D- H°{M). 

Thee left hand side of the formula above is easily seen to be equal to D  (F - y) - H° (M (y)), 
hencee the assertion follows by the property that H°(M(y)) — y  H°(M).
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2.33 Curves wit h degenerate Cartier  operator. 

Thee hyperellipti c case. 
Wee deal the case of hyperelliptic curves separately, because the bound on the genus we 
wil ll  get in this case will actually be stronger than for a general non-hyperelliptic curve. 

Propositionn 2.5. Let X be an hyperelliptic curve over an algebraically closed field in 
characteristiccharacteristic p > 0, and suppose that the Cartier operator C has rank m. Then 

g(X)<(p+l)/2g(X)<(p+l)/2 + mp 

Proof.Proof. For g = 1 the bound clearly holds. Let us assume g > 2. Let us consider the case 
pp > 3 first, and let us suppose that g > (p + l)/2 + mp. Let x be a ramification point 
off  the 02 on X so that L — Ox{2x) is the line bundle giving the g\- Since p > 2 we will 
have: : 

nnxx{-(2kp{-(2kp + {p - l))x) =*  L9~l ® L-[p-l)/2-kp = Ln 

wheree n = g — 1 — (p — l)/2 — kp > 0, for any k <m. Then flx{—(2kp + (p — l))x) has 
noo base points, which implies that 

hh00nnxx{-{ïkp{-{ïkp + {p- l))x) > &°fix(-(2Jfc + l)px). 

Hencee there is a differentiall  form u vanishing in x with order 2kp+p— 1, for any 0 < k < m. 
Fromm proposition 2.1, one finds that rkC > m+1, a contradiction. If p = 2 we will consider 
insteadd a?i,..., a;m+i general points of X. Since fix — La~l we see that if g — 1 > 2m +1 
thenn for any 1 < i < m + 1 there is a section of Qx with double zero at x i , . . ., x;_i and a 
simplee zero at x*. But then, as in the proof of proposition 2.2 one sees that rkC > m + 1. 
Hencee g < 2m + 1. D 

Thee non-hyperellipti c case. 
Wee will now assume that X is a non-hyperelliptic curve such that rk(C) = m. Then by 
propositionn 2.2 we know that h°(pDm+i) > 2 for a general effective divisor Dm+i of degree 
mm + 1 on X, and moreover the linear system \pDm+x | will not have base points. From 
thiss fact we will draw the following bound on the genus of X: 

Theoremm 2.1. If X is non-hyperelliptic and rkC = m < g, then the following bound on 
thethe genus of X holds: 

g(X)<(mg(X)<(m + l)^^-+pm. 
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Thee proof will be split in some lemmas which will enable us to estimate g = h°(Qx) by 
estimatingg differences of the form h°(Qx(-pDi)) - h°(Qx(-pDi+\)) for general divisors 
Di,Di, A+i - By Riemann-Roch this is equivalent to estimating the differences of the form: 
h°(pDh°(pD + px) — h°(pD). We do this in the following lemmas. 

Lemmaa 2.1. If x and y are general points and D a divisor on C, then 

h°(pDh°(pD + px + py)- h°(pD + px) > h°{pD + px) - h°(pD) 

Proof.Proof. There is an exact sequence: 

00 _» Ox -» Ox{px) ®Ox(py)-> Ox(px + py)^0, 

where,, if we denote by a (resp. r) a section of Ox{px) (resp. Ox(py)) whose associated 
divisorr is px (resp. py), then the first nonzero map is ƒ  {fo~,fr) and the second one 
iss the map (a, b) »-» ar — bo. After tensoring by Ox(pD) and taking the global sections 
onee immediately gets: 

h°(pDh°(pD + px + py)- h°(pD + px) > h°{pD + py)- h°{pD). 

Thee proof is then complete when one observes that h°(pD +py) = h°(pD +px) because 
off  the generality of x and y. D 

Remarkk 3.1. If for a sufficiently general divisor D of degree n the linear system \pD\ 
iss base-point-free, then the same holds for \pD + px\, where x a general point. This 
iss because the role of x and any of the points in Supp(D) may be exchanged, by the 
genericityy assumptions. In particular, if rk(C) — m then \pD\ is base-point-free for every 
genericc D such that deg(D) > m + 1. 

Noww we will see that in certain cases the result of lemma 2.1 can be strengthened. 

Lemmaa 2.2. Let m = rk(C) < g as above, and let E be a divisor on X. Then either E 
isis non-special and one has: 

hh00(E(E + py)-h°(E)=p 

forfor any n > 0, or E is special and there exists an integer 1 < k < m + 1 such that for 
generalgeneral points y,z\,...,Zk inC, one has: 

h°(Eh°(E + py + pzx + .. .+pzk) - h°(E + pzx + ... +pzk) > 
h°(Eh°(E + pzi + ...+pzk)~ h°(E+pzi + ...+ pzk-i) + 1. 
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Proof.Proof. The assertion in the case when E is non-special is clear by Riemann-Roch. Let us 
noww assume that E is special and 

kk k k fc-1 

hh00(E(E +  Py + ^pzi)-h\E+Y,PZi) = h°(E + Y/PZi)-ti}(E + Y,PzJ 
i = ll  i = l t= l i = l 

forr every k = 1 , . . ., m + 1. But then 

m+ll  m+l 

/i°(££ + py + £ p*) - fc°(£7 + J] p*) = h°(E + py) - h°(E) (4) 
i = ll  i = l 

byy using recursion on k and by the generality of y and the Vs. 
Wee set L = Ox(py), M = Ox{E) and AT = Ox{Y7=i lVZi) and proceed to verify 

thee hypotheses (l)-(5) of proposition 2.4 in this case. The assumptions (1), (2) are easy 
consequencess of the generality assumption on y, z{ and remark 3.1 above. (3) clearly holds 
iff  the map induced by the base-point free line bundle M is separable, since the statement 
inn (3) is equivalent to saying that this map is smooth at y. If this map were inseparable, 
thenn we would find that dim \z\ + . .. + zm+i | > 1, which is impossible for g > 0 and 
2 i , . . .,, zm+1 general points, since a general effective divisor of degree less or equal than g 
cannott move. (4) follows if y is taken as a non-base-point of \KX — E\, which is certainly 
possiblee since this linear system is non-empty. (5) follows because C ® M is base-point 
freee by remark 3.1 and y may also avoid any base point of M. Now proposition 2.4 gives 
uss the inequality: 

m+ll  m+l 

h°(Eh°(E + py+J2Pzi) ~ h°(E+J2pZi) = h°(E + py) - h°{E) + l 
i = ii  t=t 

whichh contradicts (4). D 

Wee state a numerical consequence of lemma 2.2. 

Corollar yy 2.2. Under the same hypotheses as above, let us denote by Dk a general divisor 
ofof degree k. Then for any n>l, one has: 

1.1. p> h°(pDn{m+l)) - yi°(pZ?„(m+i)_i) > min(n,p) 

2.2. pD(p_i)(m+i)+m is non-special, i.e. h°(Kx - j>D(p_i)(m+i )+m) = 0 

3.3. For 1 < n < p one has : 

h°{pDh°{pDn{m+1)n{m+1)-i)-i)  - h°{pD{n-l)im+1)) > (n - l)m 
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4-4- For 1 < n < p one has: 

/i°(j>Ön(m+l))) - /i°(p£>(„-i)(m+i)) > (n - l)m + n 

5.5. h°(Kx - p£>(„_i)(m+i)) - h°(Kx - pA,(m+i))< (p - «)(m + 1) + m, 
forfor any 1 < n < p 

6.6. h°{Kx -pZ>(p_i)(m+i)) < m. 

Proof.Proof. (1). First note that the inequality 

PP > / i°(pön(m+l)) - h°(pDn{m+l)-l) 

iss obvious. We will prove the other inequality by induction on n. For n = 1, from 
thee fact that |Dm+i| has no base points, it is clear that h°{pDm+{)  > 1 + h°(pDm). 
Supposee the assertion holds for n — 1 and let us prove it for n. We apply lemma 2.2 with 
EE = pö(n-i)<m+i)-i- If this divisor is nonspecial then /i°(pDn(m+1)) - /i°(pZ)„(m+1)_i) = p. 
Iff  not, then lemma 2.2 implies 

h°(pDh°(pDn{m+1)n{m+1))) - h°{pDn{m+1)-1) > 1 + /i°(pö(„_i)(m+i)) - /i°(pö(«-i)(m+i)-i), 

butt by the inductive hypothesis the right hand side is greater or equal than n, whence 
thee conclusion follows. 
(2).. By (1) one has 

ft°(p£W+i))ft°(p£W+i)) - /*°(pA>(m+i)-i) ^ P> 

whichh implies that 

h°(Kh°(Kxx - pD(p_i)(m+i)+m) = h°(Kc - pDp(m+i)) 

byy Riemann-Roch. This means that py is in the base locus of 
H°(KH°(KXX — pZ)(p_i)(m+i)+m) for any general y € X. This can only happen when 
H°{KH°{K xx-pD-pD{p{p__1){m+1)+m1){m+1)+m)) = 0. 
(3)) The step n = 1 is clear. If we suppose the assertion true for n — 1, the inductive step 
followss from the inequalities: 

/i°(pAi( m+i)_i)) - h°{pD(n-i){ m+i)) 
>>  m(/i°(pD(n_1)(m+1)) - /i°(pD(n_i)n(m+1)_i)) 

duee to lemma 2.1, and 

h°(pDh°(pD{n{n-i-i ){m+1)){m+1))) - /i°(pD(rt_1)(m+i)_i) > min(n - l,p) = n - 1 
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duee to (1). 
(4)) is clear by (1) and (3). 
(5)) follows from (4) by Riemann-Roch. 
(6)) One has 

h°(pDp(m+i)-i)h°(pDp(m+i)-i) ~ A°(pVi)(m+i) ) > m(P ~ !) . 
inn view of (2). By Riemann-Roch and the fact that 

h°{Qh°{Qxx{-pD{-pD{p{p--1)im+1)+m1)im+1)+m)))) = 0 

wee can calculate: 

h°(Kh°(Kxx - pDip-1)(m+1)) 

==  h°(pD(p-i)(m+i)) - pip - l)(m +l)+g-l 
<<  hQ{pDp{m+l)^) - m{p - 1) - p(p - l)(m + 1) + g - 1 
== A°(pD(p_i)(m+i )+m) - p(p - l)(m + 1) - mp + g - 1 + m 
== h°(Kx - pD{p_l){rn+l)+m ) + m 
—— m. 

O O 

ProofProof of theorem 2.1. By Corollary 2.2 above, properties (5) and (6), one may compute: 

99 = h°(Kx) 
== h°(Kx - pDip_l){m+l) ) + 

p- i i 

++ Y,(b°(Kx ~ p£>(n-U(m+i)) " h°(Kx - pDn{m+1))) 
n=l n=l 

P-i P-i 

—— m + /]((P ~ n)(m + 1) + m) 
n=l l 

== pm + (m + l)p(p - l)/2. 

D D 

Wee wish to remark that the result in theorem 2.1 is certainly sharp only in the case 
mm = 0 which is also a particular case of theorem 2.2 in the next section, and for which 
onee has Example 7. In the other cases the result is almost certainly not a sharp one. 
Onee may get slight improvements pushing a bit further the techniques used here, but we 
expectt to have in general a bound of the form: 

giX)giX) < mp + f{p) where m = rk(C), 

forr which our techniques seem to be insufficient. 
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2.44 The case of a nilpotent Cartier  operator. 

InIn this section we apply the same techniques introduced in the preceding sections to get 
thee following result: 

Theoremm 2.2. Let X be a curve defined over an algebraically closed field of characteristic 
pp with Cartier operator C such that: 

CC = 0 for some r > 1. 

ThenThen one has: 
g{X)g{X) < q(q — l)/2 where q = pr. 

Thiss result is sharp, as shown by Example 2.1 below, and we think it may be of 
somee interest to the arithmetic theory of function fields. We begin by recalling that, by 
propositionn 2.3, we have for a general point x € X: 

h°(qx)h°(qx) > 2, 

and,, moreover the linear system \qx\ is without base points. For a proof of theorem 2.2 it 
wil ll  be sufficient to assume that q = pT is the minimum power of p such that dim \qx\ > 1 
(andd is without base points), for a general x € X. A simple consequence of proposition 
2.44 will be the following: 

Lemmaa 2.3. If D is a generic divisor of degree n > 0 in X, and if x and y are generic 
points,points, then either qD is non-special, or: 

h°(qDh°(qD + qx + qy) - h°{qD + qx) > h°(qD + qx) - h°{qD) + 1 

ProofProof Since h°(qD + qx) = h°(qD + qy) because of the generality of x and y, we may 
rewritee our assertion as: 

h°(qDh°(qD + qx + qy) - h°{qD + qx) > h°{qD + qy) - h°(qD) + 1. 

Thiss certainly holds if qD is non-special, as a consequence of the Riemann-Roch theorem. 
Lett us then assume that qD is special. We set C = Ox(qy), M = Ox{qD) and H = 
Ox(qx)Ox(qx) and verify the hypotheses of proposition 2.4 in this case. The property (1) has 
alreadyy been observed before. The property (2) is clear. To prove (3) we need to know that 
thee linear system \qx\ does not give an inseparable map from X to some projective space, 
since,, in this case, we may take y to be a point over which this map is smooth, and find 
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thee divisor F such that jiy{F) = 1 as required in proposition 2.4. If the map associated 
too \qx\ were inseparable, then we would have dim|pr_1x| > 1. But this contradicts the 
minimalityy of q with respect to the property dim \qx\ > 1. This proves (3). The property 
(4)) follows from the speciality of qD since it is equivalent to the fact that y is not a base 
pointt of \KX — qD\. Finally (5) holds because \qD + qx + qy\ is without base points, 
containingg the sum of linear systems without base points.

ProofProof of theorem 2.2. By a repeated application of lemma 2.3 we find that: 

hhQQ{qx{qxxx + . .. + qxi+ i) - hQ{qxx + ... + qxj > min(« + 1, q) for every i > 0, 

forr generic # i , . .. ,£,+!. Using Riemann-Roch, this is seen to be equivalent to: 

h°(Kh°(Kxx - qxi - .. . - qxi) -h°(Kx - qxx - ... - qxi+1) 

< m a x ( 0 , g - i - l ).. (5) 

Inn particular it follows that h°(Kx - qx\ - .. - - qxq-i) = 0, since otherwise for every 
genericc xq € X we would have qxq in the base locus of \KX - qxx - ... - qxq^i\, which is 
impossible.. We now estimate the genus g(X) by the flag of vector spaces 

H°(KH°(KXX)) D H°(KX - qXl) D...D H°(KX -qx,-...- qx^) = 0. 

byy (5) we will have: 

g(X)g(X) <(q-l) + (q-2) + ... + l = q(q- l)/2. 

D D 

Examplee 2.1. The curve X with affine equation: 

yyqq + y = xq+1 q = pr 

hashas genus g(X) = q{q — l)/2 and Cartier operator such that Cr = 0. 

Thiss class of curves is indeed well known, see for example [32] for a characterization 
off  them by their arithmetical properties. The genus formula follows because they are 
completedd to smooth projective plane curves. On the other hand, one knows that the 
eigenvaluess of the Frobenius acting on the Tate module 7}  of the jacobian variety of X 
actss as the multiplication by -g, see [32] p. 186. Then one may apply prop. 1.2 p. 
1666 in [6] to conclude that the Frobenius F acting on Hl{J,öj) * Hl{X,Ox) satisfies 
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FFrr = 0. Finally, since the Cartier operator acting on H°(Kx) and the Frobenius acting 
onn Hl{X, Ox) are dual to each other by the Serre duality (see the introduction), one gets 
alsoo C = 0. 

Remark.. In the article [28], or see also [29], a stratification of the moduli space Ag ® Fp 

off  principally polarized abelian varieties of dim = g, called the Ekedahl-Oort stratification 
wass introduced. Let F and V be the Frobenius and Verschiebung operators acting on 
HpHpRR(A,(A, k), see [22], section 5. The strata of the Ekedahl-Oort stratification can then be 
definedd in terms of the mutual positions of ker F*  and ker VJ, as done in [9]. In particular, 
sincee the a-number of an abelian variety A is the dimension of ker F n ker V, from the 
citedd theory it follows that the subset Ak of Ag ® Fp where a > k is a union of strata of 
thee Ekedahl-Oort stratification. Let now Tg <g> Fp be the "open" Torelli locus, i.e. the set 
off  isomorphism classes of the jacobian varieties of smooth curves of genus g in char= p. 
Ourr result in theorem 2.1 implies that 

{T{Tgg <8> Fp) D Ak = 0 

iff  k > m and g > pm + (m 4- l)p(p — l)/2. 

Similarly,, let us denote by Nr the subset of Ag <8> Fp where ker F C ker V r, by noting 
thatt ker F c HpR(X, k) is equal to H°(QX), cf [22], section 5. From theorem 2.2 one can 
see: : 

(7^®Fp)niV rr = 0 

iig>piig>prr(p(prr-l)/2. -l)/2. 
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33 Criteri a for  sup er  singularit y 

Thee present chapter is preparation for the study of the following problem: 

DoDo there exist supersingular curves of any genus in a given characteristic? 

Wee recall that an affirmative answer to this question is given in [11] for the case of charac-
teristicc 2. The aim of the present chapter is to provide necessary and sufficient conditions 
forr supersingularity, some of which will be used later for constructing supersingular curves 
inn many genera. 

3.11 Supersingularity and cohomology wit h coefficients in Wit t 
vectors s 

Inn this section we will restate a criterion for the supersingularity of abelian varieties due to 
N.O.. Nygaard. In its original formulation, see [21], this criterion was stated in terms of the 
actionn of the Frobenius operator on the first crystalline cohomology group H^.ys(A/W) of 
ann abelian variety A defined over an algebraically closed field k, with W = W(k) the ring 
off  infinite Witt vectors over k. We will not discuss crystalline cohomology here, the reader 
mayy look to the book [3] for an introduction to this theory. We will just say that the 
cohomologyy group H^.ys(A/W), together with its Frobenius operator F, is an F-crystal 
inn the sense of [15], and also it can be identified with the Dieudonné module associated to 
thee p-divisible group J4[P°°], which we described briefly in the introduction to this thesis. 
Wee will indicate with NP(F) and HP(F) its Newton and Hodge polygons, respectively 
(cf.. [15] for the definitions.) Let us start with stating the result of N.O. Nygaard. 

Theoremm 3.1 (cf. [21]). An abelian variety A of dimension dim(.4) = g, defined over an 
algebraicallyalgebraically closed field k of char= p, is supersingular if and only if pn divides F2n~lJr9, 
asas operators on H^^A/W), for all 1 < n < f(g), with f(g) defined by 

ff((nn\\ _ ƒ ^ " (9 ~ !) if 9 is odd, 
J\9)J\9) — \ g2+l  3/ n\ r

[[  *-%- - f {g - 1) if g is even. 

Wee will reformulate this criterion in terms of the Serre Witt vectors cohomology groups 
HHll{A,W{A,WnnOA)>OA)> s ee [33]. Since these are computable on the Zariski site, we expect our 
reformulationn to be easier to handle in concrete situations. 
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Theoremm 3.2. With the same notations as above, A is supersingular iff Fa+n i = 0 on 
H\A,H\A, WnOA) for alll<n<  f(g). 

Forr the proof of this theorem we will need the following result of Nygaard, extracted 
fromm [20]. 

Propositionn 3.1. Let hj(r) be the abstract Hodge numbers of the F*-crystal (H^^A/W), Fr) 
andand i^'(r) = dimfc H^A, WjOA)/lm P-J. Then 

h°{r)h°{r)  = h°{l)-vl(r) 

h\r)h\r) = 2i/(r) - vi+l {r)  - i/'_1(r), 0 < i < n - 1 

hhnn-\r)-\r)  = 2un~\r) - un-2{r). 

Proof.Proof. See [20], theorem 3.6, p. 384. D 

ProofProof of theorem 3.2. If A is supersingular, then by theorem 3.1, jp\F*+2n-1 on H^A/W), 
forr all 1 < n < f(g) (indeed for all n > 1). Since VF = FV = p, it follows that Vn\F^+n~l 

onn Hlys(A/W). Hence V ^ F ^ " " 1 as operators on H\A,WOA) = \SmH\A,WnOA), 
sincee this space is a quotient of H^A/W), see [3]. Therefore F ^ " " 1 = 0 on HX(A, WnOA), 
forr all 1 < n < f(g). 

Noww let us suppose F ^ " " 1 = 0 on Hl(A,WnOA) for all 1 < n < f(g). Setting 
rr = g + 2n - 1, one has Fr_J' = 0 on Hl{A, WjOA) for all 1 < j < n, since r - j > 
gg + n-l>g + j — 1. Therefore t^(r) = dim*, H 1(A, WjOA). But for every j there is an 
exactt sequence 

00 > H\A,ÖA) - ^ H\A,WiOA) - 5 - H^W^OA)  0 

becausee of the vanishing of all the Bockstein operators on abelian varieties, see [33]. Hence 
itit  is easy to conclude by induction that i^(r) = jr  for all 1 < j < n. Moreover /i°(l) , the 
firstt Hodge number of F on H^.ys(A/W), is equal to g, as is well known. By applying 
propositionn 3.1, we find 

h°(h°(rr)) = -- = hn-l{r)=0. 

Thiss means that the first non-zero Hodge number for Ff f +2n_1 = FT is > n. By the 
definitionn of the abstract Hodge numbers, this means that p"|Ff f+2n_1, for all 1 < n < 
f(g).f(g). Hence theorem 3.1 is applied and so A is supersingular. O 

Withh a very similar technique one can prove the following sufficient condition for 
supersingularity. . 
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Theoremm 3.3. If F" = 0 on Hl{A, WnÖA) for some n > 1, then A is supersingular. 

Proof.Proof. We set r = 2n and apply proposition 3.1 to the Fr-crystal 
(H^A^F*).(H^A^F*). We find Fr"J - 0 on Hl{A, WjOA) for all 1 < j < n, and, with a similar 
argumentt as above, h°(r) —  = /in-1(r) = 0. Hence pn\F2n on # ^ ( . 4 ). Therefore 
1/nn times the Hodge polynomial of the crystal H^.ys(A) with Probenius operator F2 n, 
HP(F2n)/n,, has the first slope equal to 1/2. Now we recall from [15] that ^HP{Fr) < 
NP(F)NP(F) for all r > 1, and that indeed the Newton polygon is the limit of r) for 
rr  —» oo. By taking r = 2n as above, we see that the Newton polygon must have the first 
slopee > 1/2, and hence all its slopes are = 1/2, so A is supersingular. G 

InIn particular one may apply theorem 3.3 to see that F = 0 on HX(A, ÖA) implies that 
AA is supersingular. 

Indeed,, if F — 0 on Hl{A, O A), then the following stronger result holds: A is isomor-
phicc to a product of supersingular elliptic curves, see [20], theorem 4.1, p. 388. 

3.22 Supersingularity from group actions 

Inn this section, we extend some ideas contained in the article [6] of T. Ekedahl, to obtain a 
sufficientt condition for the supersingularity of curves with special group actions. In [6], T. 
Ekedahll  was interested in the case of superspecial curves, i.e. those curves whose jacobian 
varietyy is isomorphic to a product of supersingular elliptic curves as an unpolarized abelian 
variety.. Let us fix the following notations. 

 X a geometrically smooth and irreducible curve defined over a number field K. 

 HDR(XQ, Q) the first de Rham cohomology group of X with coefficients in Q. 

 Fixing a prime ir  of K over the prime p, and denoting by &(TT) the residue field at 
7T,, a finite extension of Fp, we will denote by X the reduction modulo TT of a model 
off  X over the ring of integers of K. 

 We will say that X has a good reduction in char= p if, for some n as above, the 
curvee X is smooth and irreducible over Fp. 

Wee will prove the following, cf. [6], p. 170, corollary 2.4.1. 
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Theoremm 3.4. Suppose that the curve X admits an action of a finite group G of exponent 
n,n, such that all irreducible representations of G occur at most once in H},R(XQ,Q). If 
pprr = — 1 mod n for some r, and X has a good reduction X in char = p, then X is 
supersingularsupersingular in char= p. 

Wee remark that Ekedahl's result is the case r — 1. For the proof of the theorem we 
needd some preliminary observations about the action of G on Hl,R(X^,Q), H})R(X/k), 
andd Hl,.ya{XfW), with X a reduction of X to characteristic p, k = Fp and W = W(k). 

Lett Kp be the maximal subfield of Q unramified at p and Rp its ring of integers. A 
choicee of a maximal ideal m in Rp gives an isomorphism Rp/m = Fp = k. Let Rm be the 
localizationn of Rp at m. Every irreducible representation p : G —* GL(r, Q) is conjugate to 
onee with coefficients in Rm, which is a basic fact of Brauer theory (see e.g. [34]). Reducing 
moduloo m allows one to define a map [p]  i—  [pp]  at the level of Grothendieck rings, see 
forr example [34], theorem 32. Since in our case the order of G is prime to p, the element 
[p[p pp]]  in the Grothendieck ring is associated to a representation pp : G — GL(r,Fp), well 
definedd up to isomorphisms. One has the following proposition. 

Propositionn 3.2. Under the hypothesis that ord(G) is prime to p, the map [p] p]  on 
isomorphismisomorphism classes of representations, as defined above, gives a bijective correspondence 
betweenbetween the set of isomorphism classes of G-irreducible representations over Q and the 
setset of isomorphism classes of irreducible representations of G over k = Fp. 

Proof.Proof. Use Brauer theory as in [34], after reducing the fields involved to suitable finite 
extensionss of Q and Fp; cf. also the discussion in [6], p. 167. D 

Noww let 5 be the set of the isomorphism classes of irreducible representations occurring 
inn H}jR(X,Q) and Sv the set of those occurring in H R̂(X,k). These two sets are in 
bijectivee correspondence by proposition 3.2. The following fact holds. 

Propositionn 3.3. Gal(Q/Q) acts on S and Gal(Fp/Fp) acts on Sp in a compatible way, 
inin the sense that if a € Gal(Q/Q) induces an element a £ Gal(Fp, Fp), then &(pp) = cr(p). 

Proof.Proof. See [6], p. 168. Here the main point is that the characters of 
GG  End{H R̂(X,Q)) and G -  End(HlR(X,¥p)) have values in Z and Fp, respectively. 

D D 

Finally,, we know that the reduction modulo p of H^.ys(X, W) is H R̂(X, k). The group 
GG also acts on H*(X, W) and we have the following facts. 
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Propositionn 3.4. Th: isotypical decomposition 

o€Sp p 

liftslifts to a decomposition in G-modules 

aeSp aeSp 

Furthermore,Furthermore, if F is the Frobenius operator on crystalline cohomology, then FVa — Va(a), 
wherewhere cr(a) is the representation obtained by transforming the coefficients of a by the 
FrobeniusFrobenius operator over ¥p. 

Proof.Proof. See [6], p. 169. O 

ProofProof of theorem 3.4- From the exact sequence 

00 - H°(Xf n y - HbR(X, k) - H\X, Oy) -> 0, 

wee see that the set Sp can be decomposed into a disjoint union Sp = S£ U S*, with 5° the 
isomorphismm classes of irreducible representations occurring in H°(X, J^-), and Sp the set 
off  those occurring in HX{X, O^). Let also S = S° U S1 the analogous decomposition for 
HQHQRR(X,(X, Q). The fact that the two sets 5°, S1 are disjoint is consequence of the assumption 
thatt every irreducible representation of G occurs in H}yR(X,Q) with multiplicity at most 
one.. Hence also S^C\Sp = 0, by proposition 3.2. We get the corresponding decomposition 

Hiv(x,w)) = 0 vae © va, 
a&S°a&S° a€Si 

byy proposition 3.4. 
Thee idea of the proof is now to consider the action of the Frobenius operator F on 

H^.H^.ysys(X,(X, W), and to prove that a suitable power of it permutes the two sets 5° and Sp. 
Sincee one knows that the action of F is divisible by p on any lif t of H°(X, f ^ ) ^° a SUD~ 
W-modulee of / /^ (X, W), one will be able to estimate the order of divisibility of F by 
p,p, and to apply the criteria of supersingularity of the preceding section. More precisely, 
fromm [6], proposition 2.2 p. 169, we know that F : Va —  VffQ is an isomorphism if a € Sp 

andd it is divisible by p if a € Sjj (we point out a misprint in the cited proposition, where 
thee roles of 3% and Sp are interchanged). Now let us use the hypothesis on the exponent 
mm of G. We know that any representation of G is actually defined over Q(C), with £ a 
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primitivee m-th root of unity. The assignment C —* Cp induces an element a € Gal(Q(£), Q) 
suchh that, for r as in the hypotheses of theorem 3.4, aT is the complex conjugation. We 
claim:: for a € Sp, one has ara € 5 ,̂ and vice versa. Indeed the complex conjugation 
interchangess the two sets 5° and S1. This can be seen via the Hodge decomposition of 
H\)R{X,H\)R{X, C) into holomorphic and anti-holomorphic 1-forms. Finally, one observes that a 
reducess to the Frobenius over Fp, hence the complex conjugation reduces to ar. By the 
bijectionss 5° «-  S° and S* «-> 51, it follows that F7" maps elements of 5^ to elements of 
5^,, and vice versa. Now let us consider the action of F2r on H^.ys(X, W) — ® a eS Va- If 
onee looks at the sequence 

{V{Vaa,, FVa,  , F2r~lVa) = (V„ , Vaa,  V^-i*), 

forr a given a € Sp = S? U SL one sees that at least r terms in the sequence belong to 
Sg.. This implies that pr divides F2r on H^y$(X, W). Hence Kr divides P", which implies 
FFrr — 0 on Hl(X, WrO-x). Hence X is supersingular by theorem 3.3. G 

Att this point, we are of course interested to know whether curves with an action of 
aa finite group satisfying the hypotheses of theorem 3.4 actually exist. A result in this 
directionn is the following. 

Theoremm 3.5. Let X —  P^  be a Galois covering covering ramified over three points, with 

abelianabelian Galois group G. Then every irreducible representation of G occurs in HQR(X, Q) 
withwith multiplicity < 1. 

Forr the proof of this theorem, we will need a description, due to C. Chevalley and A. 
Weil,, of the G-module structure of H°(Ql

x), for X a curve over an algebraically closed 
fieldfield K of char= 0, endowed with an action of a finite group G. A modern treatment of 
Chevalleyy and Weil's result can be found in [13]. For any x € X let Gx be the isotropy 
groupp of x in G, i.e. Gx = {g € G : g(x) — x}. If t is a local parameter at x, then, for all 
gg € Gx, one has g*t = x̂(g)t mod (t2), with tpx : Gx —* K* a character independent of 
thee choice of t. 
Forr any power ip%

x, let us denote RG,X,% ~ Ind^L^x) ^ne induced representation. We will 
put t 

IG.I- l l 

^^  = 0 *§!*,<

Thenn one defines the "ramification G-module" as the direct sum representation 

XGX XGX 
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Wee set Y = X/G and ir  : X —+ Y the canonical map. We observe that Rc,x — RG,X> as 
G-moduless if 7r(ai) = TT(X'). Therefore one can write 

#33 = ©*<?.» wit h *e*  = 0 «ĉ  = ^ -
yeYyeY x6ir-l(») 

AA basic lemma is the following: 

Lemmaa 3.1. Let n be the order of the group G. Then there exists a G-module Re such 
that that 

RGRG ~ RG ' 

withwith n the order of G. 

Proof.Proof. See [13], proposition 1, p. 192. D 

Finally,, we will denote by k the trivial representation, by kG the regular representation 
off  G, and by V* the conjugate representation of a representation of G. With all the above 
notations,, we state now the theorem of Chevalley and Weil. 

Theoremm 3.6 (Chevalley-Weil). The following relation in the the K-group of finite-dimensional 
representationsrepresentations ofG holds: 

[H°(n[H°(n 11
xx)})}  = {k} + (gY-l)[kG]  + [R*G}, 

withwith gy the genus of Y, and [U]  denotes the class of a representation U in the K-group. 

Proof.Proof. See [13]. D 

ProofProof of theorem 3.5. Since ix : X —* P1 is abelian, the ramification groups Gx are con-
stantt in a fiber. Let us denote by G\, Gi, G$ the non-trivial ones, by ei, e2, e3 their 
orders,, and by ^ i , ^2, ̂ 3 the respective associated characters. We will use the notation 
(U,(U, V) for the multiplicity of an irreducible representation U in a representation V. As it 
iss well known, it is equal to the hermitian product {ipu, ipv) of their characters. By Hodge 
theory,, the representation of G in HQR(X,Q) is isomorphic to if°(Q^) ® H°(Qx)*, and 
thee theorem follows immediately if one can prove for any irreducible U the inequality 

<C/,/f°(^))) + { C / * , ^ ( ^ ) ) < l . 

Wee will compute (U, H°(Cllx)) by the Chevalley-Weil theorem. In our case, we have 
YY — X/G = P1, so gy — 0. Moreover {£/, kG) — 1 for all irreducible U, since G is abelian. 
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Thee next term to compute is (C/, RG) . Using the description of RQ given above, one finds 
thee following: 

fc=lfc=l t=l 
33 ^ ek-l 

fc=ifc=iefcefc t=i 

withh Res(^t/) the restriction of ipu to £?&. 
Similarly,, we obtain: 

33 j efc-l 

{U*,R*{U*,R* GG)) = E - E ^ w ^ v r t 
fc=lfc=lee**  i= l 

== E-Ë^-*)^^)* ^ 
wheree we used the obvious equalities 

{EMM,{EMM, V > = <Res(^ ) , tó = <Res(^),^(e fc"°>-

Summingg up, we get: 
33 ek-\ 

fc=ifc=i i=i 

Iff  U is trivial, then the inner sum at the right hand side of the equality above is 0. If 
UU is not trivial, then (Res^t/) ,^*) ^ 0 for at most one 1 < i < ek — 1, in which case 
(Res^t / ) ,^1)) = 1. Hence, for U non-trivial, 

6={U,R6={U,RGG)) + (U%R*G)<Z. 

Now,, from the Chevalley-Weil theorem it follows: 

(U,(U, H°(nl
x)) + (U\ H°(QX)) = {U, k) + {U\ k)-2 + 6, 

whichh is 0 if U trivial, otherwise it is < 1.
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Corollar yy 3.1. Let n : XQ —  P^  be an abelian covering as in theorem 3.5, G = 
Gal(X,Gal(X, P1), and let m be the exponent of G. Then X has supersingular reduction at any 
primeprime p such that 

1.1. X has good reduction in char= p, 
2.2. pr = — 1 mod m, for some r G N. 

Proof.Proof. It is a consequence of theorems 3.4 and 3.5. D 

Corollar yy 3.2 (cf. [14]). The Fermat curves of degree m over¥p are supersingular if 
pprr = - 1 mod m, for some r e N. 

Proof.Proof. Indeed, the Fermat curve, with affine model xm + ym — 1, can be viewed as the 
abeliann covering of P1 given by t = xm, for t an affine coordinate of P1. It is easy to see 
thatt the Galois group of the covering is (/^„)2 and that the covering is ramified only over 
tt = 0, t = 1 and t = oo.

Wee want to point out that the preceding corollary is not new: indeed the result is 
aa consequence of [14], proposition 3.10, p. I l l , where the authors use estimates on the 
eigenvaluess of Frobenius acting on J-fipf, Qj), to obtain their result. Moreover, theorem 
3.11 can be deduced from the supersingularity of the Fermat curves, since one has the well 
knownn following results. 

Propositionn 3.5. Any abelian covering ofP1 ramified over three points and with exponent 
ofof the Galois group equal to m, is a quotient of the Fermat curve of degree m by a subgroup 
ofifim)ofifim)22. . 

Proof.Proof. See e.g. [6]. D 

Propositionn 3.6. Any curve Y covered by a supersingular curve is also supersingular. 

Proof.Proof. Suppose that ƒ : X —* Y is a surjective morphism, with X supersingular. The 
pull-backk map ƒ*  : Jy —  Jx between the associated jacobian varieties has always a 
finitee kernel. Indeed, ker ƒ*  is annihilated by the degree of the map ƒ, since, denoting 
byy N the norm map N : Jx -+ Jy one has N  f * = deg ƒ. Therefore Jy is isogenous 
too a sub-abelian variety of Jx, and since Jx is isogenous to a product of supersingular 
ellipticc curves, the same holds also for Jy, as one can see by applying Poincaré complete 
irreducibilityy theorem. Ü 
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Thee advantage of our method for proving the supersingularity of Fermat curves as 
aa particular case of abelian coverings of P1 ramified over three points, and by using 
theoremm 3.4, is that we feel it explains the supersingularity of these curves in a geometrical 
way.. Moreover, our method could in principle provide other examples of supersingular 
curves,, not covered by Fermat curves. An example of non-abelian group action on a curve 
satisfyingg the conditions of theorem 3.4 is the following. 

Propositionn 3.7. There exists a Galois covering ir  : X —» P1, defined over Q, ramified 
overover three points, with Galois group the quaternion group G = , , and 
ramificationramification groups G\ — (i), G% = (J), G% = (k). Moreover it holds that g(X) = 2 and 
#°(f2^)) is irreducible as G-module. Hence {X,G) satisfies the conditions of theorem 3.4, 
forfor any prime p such that 4|pr 4- 1 for some r. 

Proof.Proof. Since ijk = 1 in C7, there exists a Galois covering of P1 with Galois group G and 
ramifiedd over three points with the given ramification subgroups, by Riemann's Existence 
Theoremm (see below). Then the covering is also defined over Q, by Belyi's theorem, see 
[2].. The remaining facts are left as an exercise to the reader. D 

Wee conclude this chapter with the statement of Riemann's Existence Theorem , which 
wil ll  be used also in chapter 4. Let us suppose that k = k is an algebraically closed field 
inn char= p > 0, and let G be a finite group with order prime to p, if p > 0, arbitrary 
otherwise.. Riemann's Existence Theorem gives necessary and sufficient conditions for 
thee existence of a Galois covering X -* P1, defined over k, with Galois group G, with 
prescribedd ramification points Pi,--- , Pr € P1 and ramification orders ei,--- ,er over 
thosee points, respectively. 

Theoremm 3.7 (Riemann). There exists a Galois covering as above iff there are elements 
ai,,  ,<7r G G of orders ex,  , er, respectively, such that 

i)i)  G is generated by o\,  ,oy, 
ii)ii)  o\---oT = \G-

TheThe set of the ramification groups over the point P*  is the conjugation class of the cyclic 
groupgroup generated by a  ̂ for any i = 1,  , r. Moreover, the covering X —* P1 is uniquely 
determineddetermined up to isomorphism by the data Pi,  , Pr, <7i,  , oy. 

ProofProof The theorem is classical over the complex numbers, using only the theory of the 
firstfirst fundamental group of homotopy, and the lifting of complex structures to coverings of 
Riemannn surfaces, see for example [39]. The reduction to char= p, under the hypothesis 
thatt o(G) is prime to p, is possible thanks to the Grothendieck theory of the fundamental 
groupp of algebraic varieties. D 
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44 Supersingular quotients of Fermat curves 

Inn this chapter we will give methods to construct many supersingular curves over alge-
braicallyy closed fields of odd characteristic. We know from the preceding chapter, corollary 
3.2,, that the following Fermat curves over Fp are supersingular: 

x „+ ii  + yq+l + zq+l = ^ ^ 

withh q — pn. We also know that any quotient of a supersingular curve will be supersingular 
ass well. Since the curve given in 6 has a big automorphism group, it will be possible 
too produce supersingular curves in many genera by taking quotients of this curve by 
subgroupss of the automorphism group. 

4.11 Automorphisms of Fermat curves 

Lett us consider the Fermat curve Fm over an algebraically closed field k, with equation 

XXmm + Ym + Zm = 0. 

Supposee that char(fc) = p > 0 and that m > 4 is not divisible by p. Let fim be the group 
off  m-th roots of 1 and S3 be the permutation group of three elements. Then fim acts on 
FFmm by 

{^,\):{X,Y,Z)^{iX,riY,\Z), {^,\):{X,Y,Z)^{iX,riY,\Z), 

andd its action factors through the quotient fxm obtained by dividing by the diagonal 
subgroupp Hm C /4,. Moreover S3 acts on Fm by permutations of X,Y,Z. It follows that 
thee automorphism group Aut(Fm) contains a subgroup isomorphic to a semidirect product 

AA *  s3. 
Forr q — pr, one can define a "conjugation" in ¥q2 by x — xq and introduce the group 

PGU(3,g2)) = {Ae GL(3,Ffl2) : AÏÏ = A/}/(F^)* . 

Iff  m = q + 1, i.e. in the case when Fm is the curve (6), then PGU(3,g2) acts on Fm. 
Indeed,, for any A e PGU(3, q2), one can define an automorphism pA of the curve (6) in 
thee following way: 

ppAA(X,Y,Z)(X,Y,Z) = (X,Y,Z)A. 

Wee can now state the classification theorem for the automorphism groups of Fermat 
curves. . 
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Theoremm 4.1 ([16]). The group Aut(Fm) has one of the following forms: 

1.1. Ifm^pr + 1 for any integer r then Autfc(Fm) = (nm x fj,m) » S3. 

2.2. Ifm=pr + l = q+l then Autfc(Fm) = PGU(3, q2). 

Thee group A =PGU(3,g2) has order qs(q2 - l)(g3 + 1). Its maximal subgroups have 
beenn classified by H.H. Mitchell in 1910, cf. [19]. We state the result of Mitchell as follows. 

Theoremm 4.2 ( Mitchell , 1910). The maximal subgroups of PGU(3,q2), have the fol-
lowinglowing orders, or are of the following types: 

l)(q+l)ql)(q+l)q 33(q-ll (q-ll 
2)(q+l)2)(q+l)22q(q-l), q(q-l), 
3)3) (Mm)2 x S3, as in theorem 4-i, of order 6(q + l)2, 
4)Ztf-4)Ztf-qq+l), +l), 
5)(q-l)q(q+l), 5)(q-l)q(q+l), 
6)6) PGU^^a?2), if q1 = pm, q = pn and n is an odd integer dividing m. 
7)7) Finally, there exist exceptional subgroups of orders 216, 168, 360, 720, 2520, or 3 

timestimes such orders, appearing in PGU(S,q2) for certain given values of q. 

Wee warn the reader that the list given on page 241 of [19] refers to subgroups of 
PSU(3,g2),, i.e. the set of A e PGU(3,g2) with determinant a cube in ¥*2. The list we 
statedd above can easily be deduced from Mitchell's list. 

Quotientss of the Fermat curve of degree q + 1 by many subgroups of A — Autk{Fq+ï) 
weree computed by Garcia, Stichtenoth and Xing in [8]. In this chapter we will extend and 
refinee some of their results. The motivation for the authors mentioned was to find many 
maximalmaximal curves over Wqi, as quotients of the hermitian curve H C P2 of equation: 

HH : YqZ + YZq = Xq+\ (7) 

whichh is indeed isomorphic to the Fermat curve (6) over Fg2. 
Wee will consider also the following two maps from H to P1. 

-- The projection n : H -» P1 defined by TT(X :Y : Z) = {X : Z). We will call P  ̂ the 
centerr (0 : 1 : 0) of ir. It is a point of H(Fq2) and it is also the only ramification point of 
thee map 7r. 

-- The projection n' : H -  P1 defined by TT'(X : Y : Z) = (Y : Z). We call Q  ̂ = 
(11 : 0 : 0) the center of 7r'. This point does not belong to H. Since PGU(3,F93) acts 
transitivelyy on P2(F92), the roles of Q  ̂ and the projection ir'  can be taken by any point 
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inn P2(Fgï) not belonging to H and the projection onto P1 with center this point, in the 
remainderr of this section. 

Forr the calculations in this chapter, we will not use every possible subgroup of A. For our 
purposess it will be enough to consider only some subgroups of the maximal subgroups of 
.AA as in 1), 2) and 3) of the list in theorem 4.2. We describe more precisely these three 
typess in the remainder of this section. 

I .. Let A(Poo) be the stabilizer in A of P  ̂ 6 H. It is a group of order 

ordd A(Poo) = q3(q2 ~ 1), 

andd indeed it is of the type 1) listed in theorem 4.2. A detailed description of this 
groupp can be found in [8]. The elements a € A{P<x) are those automorphisms which 
onn the affine model of H given by the equation yq 4- y — xq+l act in the following 
way: : 

<T(X)<T(X) = ax + b; o{y) = aq+ly + abqx + c, (8) 

withh given a € F*2, b G ¥q2, and c € Fg2 such that d> + c = bQ+1. 

A(Poo)A(Poo) has a unique p-Sylow subgroup, consisting of those elements a € A(Poo) 
withh a — 1, i.e. 

Ai{Pcc)Ai{Pcc) = {ff 6 A(Pao) | (j{x) = x + 6, a(y) = y + c, cq + c = b G F,2} . 

Onee can find in [12] an extensive treatment of the hermitian curves H and their 
automorphismm of the type described above. We recall also that the curve H has 
exactlyy q3 + 1 rational points over ¥g2, and these points form the orbit of P^, under 
thee action of Aut(H) =PGU(3,g2). Therefore the conjugates of A(Poo) are all the 
stabilizerss of the rational points over ¥q2. 

I I .. Let A{Qoo) C A be the stabilizer of the point Qoo € P2 \ H under the natural 
actionn of A =PGU(3, ¥qi) on P2. One observes also that A{Qoo) is the subgroup of 
Aut(H)Aut(H) which fixes the g*+1 cut on H by the lines through Qoo, which implies that 
thee action of A{QQO) descends to P1 through TT'. Of course, such gq+l depends on 
thee choice of Qoo, which can be an arbitrary point in P2(Fg2) \ H in what follows. 
Onee sees that .A(<3oo) is an extension 

( l ) ^ / i , + i - » ^ ( Q o o ) - » r - » ( ! ).. (9) 
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Heree fiq+\  is the automorphism group of the covering 7r', and V is the automorphism 
groupp of P1 which leaves invariant the set of the ramification points of n'. Since this 
sett admits a bijection to P 1 ^ ) induced by a suitable linear transformation over 
F,2,, one has 

r ^PGL(2 ,g ). . 

Thee order of A(Qoo) is therefore (q + l)2q{q - 1) and so A{Q0O) is an example of 
typee (2) in the list of theorem 4.2. 

I I I .. Let (/ifl+i)2 * S3 be the group of the automorphisms of the Fermat curve (6) which 
admitt a lifting to char= 0, as introduced in the discussion preceding theorem 4.1. 
Itt corresponds to case 3) in theorem 4.2. 

Inn the next sections, we will compute the genera of quotients of the Fermat curves by 
groupss of types I, II and HI. 

4.22 Groups of type I 

Lett G be a subgroup of A(Poo)- The fact that A =PGU(3, q2) acts transitively on the set 
H(¥H(¥qq2)2) yields immediately the following characterization of the conjugation class of G in 
A. A. 

Propositionn 4.1. A subgroup G C A fixes a point in H(¥q2) if and only if it is conjugate 
toto a subgroup of A{Poo)-

Noww let us assume G a subgroup of A(Poo). The elements a € G act on H by the 
formulass (8). Under those notations, one can define an homomorphism h: G —  Aut(Al) 
byy setting 

h{a)h{a) = (x H-> a(x) = ax + b). 

Wee introduce the following notations, similar to those adopted in [8]: 

 UQ = G n ^4.i(Pcw)) the only p—Sylow subgroup of G, with cardinality \UQ\ = pu-
Thee elements of UQ are those a GG such that a{x) = x + b. 

 VQ = h{liG), with cardinality \VG\ =pv-

 WG = ker(/i), with cardinality \V\?G\ = Pw-

 m is the positive integer, prime to p, such that |G| = mpu. We denote also d = 
(m,, q + 1) and q = pn. 
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Byy construction of the groups UQ, VQ and Wo, its is clear that u = v 4- w. A formula 
forr genus of the quotient curve H/G in terms of the parameters v, w, m and n has been 
provedd in [8], theorem (4.4), p. 152. The result is the following. 

Propositionn 4.2 (cf [8], Thm. (4.4)). The genus of H/G is given by: 

g(Hg(H,,G)G) = v-w-v-w m 
yvv ' ' 2mpu v ; 

Inn order to compute genera of quotient curves H/G from this formula, one needs to 
knoww for which values of the parameters u,v,w,m,d, a subgroup G C A{POQ) as above 
doess exist. This is the problem we are going to study in the remainder of this section, 
obtainingg some refinements of the results of [8], 

Firstt of all we observe that H/G is a quotient of H/lig, so we can exclude those values 
off  u,v,w for which g{H/Ua) = 0. In the case m — 1 the formula (10) gives 

9{H/UG)9{H/UG) = \P
n-v(pn-w ~ 1), 

hencee in order to g be a positive integer, we must have that 

vv < n and w < n — 1. 

Soo we will assume that these inequalities are satisfied in the remainder of this section. 
Lett us now investigate the relations between v, w and m. We will use the homomorphism 
hh from G to the group of affine transformations of A1(Fg2), defined above. In particular, 
wee want to describe the possible images h{G). It is well known that any finite group of 
affinee transformations with coefficients in a finite field k, is conjugate over k to a group 
off  the form T x Cm, where T is a group of translations x H-» X + b, and Cm is a cyclic 
groupp of order m generated by a transformation of the form x t-* ax. Applying this fact 
too h(G), and observing that a € F*2, it follows that 

ord(a)) — m\q2 — 1. 

Withh littl e calculation it is easy to see that, up to conjugation in ^4(Poo), one may assume 
thatt G contains a transformation a such that a(x) = ax and a(y) = aq+iy. Moreover 
TT = VG- If T(X) = x + b, then (a~1Ta)(x) — x + ab, hence VQ is invariant by multiplication 
byy a. So 

VQVQ is a Fp [a]-vector space . 
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Onee has Fp[a] = Fpr, with r = min{j : m\jp — 1}, hence r\v. 
Iff  r is an element of WG defined by r(x) = x, r(y) = y+c, then one sees that ara~1(x) = x 
andd aT<r"1(y) = y -f a, + !c. Hence 

WGWG is a Fp[a
,+1]-vector space. 

Wee observe that ord(a9+1) = m/d. Setting s = min{j : (m/d)\p> — 1}, we have that 
Fp[a«+l]]  ^Fp*,so s\w. 

Anotherr necessary condition can be found as follows . A simple calculation shows 
thatt if Ti, TI G G are such that TÏ(X) = x + 61 and r2(x) = x + 62, then the commutator 
TraTf1"^11 is in WG, and it is defined by x i-> x, y *-  y 4- c, with c = öffe - &i& 2- for the 
sakee of clarity, will also use the notation 

bVh-hbl^ihMl bVh-hbl^ihMl 

andd we will write [VG, VG] fc>r the Fp-vector space generated by the [61,62], with 61,62 £ 
VG-- Therefore, identifying WG = {er e G : a(y) = y + c} with the related subset of 
{ cGF ,2 : c'' + c = 0} , the desired condition of compatibility between VG and WG is the 
following: : 

[ V G , V G ] C W G.. (11) 

Conversely,, one can prove the following. 

Propositionn 4.3. Let a be any element of (F^)*. Let us assume that V C F,2 is a Fp[a]-
vectorvector spaa, and W C {.r G ¥q2 : r'! -\-x — 0}  /> <.' ?, " : - <>,<,>/ .,,,.,, ,,ni'nining 
[V,, V]. Then there exists a subgroup G C A(Poo) with order oj a equal to m. V,, " V and 
WWGG = W. 

Proof.Proof. Let us fix a constant 7 G Fg2 such that 7 ^ +7 = 1. For any b G V we define the 
elementt b G *4(Poo) by setting b(x) = x+b and b(y) = y+bqx+,ybq+l. For c G W we define 
cc G -4(Poo) by c(x) = x and c(y) = y + c. Then we consider the subgroup U generated by 
thee set {b : b € V}  U {c : c G W} . 
Wee know that 6261 = C61&2 with c G [V, V] C W, for any 61 and b? in V. Moreover the 
elementss c belong to the center of U. It follows that the elements of U can be uniquely 
writtenn in the form be, with b G V and c G W. In particular, given the homomorphism 
hh : -4(Poo) — AutfA1) such that h(a) = ( I H <T(X)), one finds: 

Wnker(fc)) = W and h{U)^V. 
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Noww let us consider also a 6 A(Poo) such that a(x) — ax and a(y) — aq+1y. For any 
elementt r = bc€.U the conjugate ara'1 acts in the following way; 

<TT(T-<TT(T-11(X)(X) = x + ab, OTa-l{y) = y + {ab)qx + ^{ab)q+l + aq+1c. 

Sincee V and W are closed under multiplication by a and aq+1, respectively, U is normal in 
thee group G generated by a and U. Hence G is a semi-direct product of li  and the cyclic 
groupp of order m generated by a, and it is the subgroup of A(Pco) we are looking for. D 

Thee algebraic conditions given above allow us to find some sufficient conditions on 
thee parameters m, v and w for the existence of such subgroups G. Let a G (F^)*  be an 
elementt of order m, and let V, W, v, w, d as above. We fix the following notations. 

 r' = degree of Fp[a] over Fp = min{j : m\p?' — 1}. 

 r - degree of ¥p[a]  Pi F„  over Fp. If ¥p[a]  C F„  then r' = r. If ¥p[a) % Fq, that is, if 
r'r'  does not divide n, then r' = 2r. 

 Since V is a Fp[a]-vector space, we can write v — r't. We see that t < n/r. 

 t' = min{,7 : j >t and rj\n}. 

 s = degree of Fp[a
9+1] over Fp = min{ j : {m/d}  ̂ - 1}. Note that s\r, since Fp[a

9+1] 
iss contained in ¥pr — ¥p[a]  C\ ¥q. 

Thee following result is an improvement on the results in [8], pp. 153-154. 

Theoremm 4.3. Under the notations above, there exists a group G with parameters m, v 
andand w if one of the following two conditions is satisfied: 

1)1) m\q — 1, r = r', v = rt < n, w = is, 0 < i < njs, 

2)2) m lq — 1, r — r'/2, v = 2rt, w — r min(2i - l,i' ) + is, w < n, i > 0. 

Proof.Proof. Case 1). Since m\q — 1, we have Fp[a] C Fq. In this case we can take V any 
Fp[a]-vectorr space of dimension t < n/r contained in ¥q. Since [F^FJ = (0), one has 
[V,, V] C W, for any Fp[a

9+1]-vector space W C {c : cq + c = 0}  of dimension over Wp[a
q+1] 

equall  to i < njs. Therefore, by proposition 4.3, we can find a group G for any choice of 
thee parameters as in case 1. 

Casee 2). Since m j{q — 1, we have Fp[a] = F^r and we may write Fp[a] — Fpr © cFpr, 
withh c an element, not belonging to ¥g, such that c2 is not a square in Fpr. Then c2 is not 
aa square in F, either, since Fpr = Fp[a] D ¥q. One then immediately sees that ^ + 0 = 0. 
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Noww let us take a field Fp('r C F„  which we write Fpt> r = ¥pr[(3]  = Fpr © ¥prp e 
-1.. Let us consider the vector space V over Fp2r generated by  ,/?t _1. 

Thee dimension of V over Fp2r is exactly t. Indeed 1,/?,  , /?t _1 belong to ¥q and they 
aree independent over Fpr, whence it is easy to see that they are independent also over 
Fp2rr = Fpr e cFpr. Now we observe that [Fpr,Fpr] = [cFpr,cFpr] = (0), and that if 7 € Fpr 
andd erf € cFpr, then [7, erf] = 2cryS = —[erf,7]. Prom this fact it follows that [V, V] = 
cFprr + cpWpr H h c/3a-2Fpr, hence it has dimension over Fpr equal to min(2£ - l,f). 
Finally,, we take any Fp* — Fp[a

9+^-vector space W contained in c¥q = {x : xq + x = 0} , 
suchh that W contains [V, V]. We observe that the dimension over Fp of such a space W 
cann assume any value w = rmin(2i — l,t') + is < n, with i > 0. By proposition 4.3, we 
deducee the existence of a group G with the requested properties. D 

Remark.. We do not know if the sufficient conditions given in the theorem above are also 
necessary,, under the assumption v < n. Looking at the construction in proposition 4.3, 
onee sees that the necessity would follow if one could prove that 

dimFprr [V, V] > min(2*  - 1, t') 

forr V an arbitrary Fp[o]-vector space. We suspect this to be true, but we do not have a 
prooff  for it. 

4.33 Groups of type I I 

Noww we want to study the quotients H/G with G a subgroup of A(Qoo). Instead of 
consideringg the curve H, it is more convenient to consider the following curve: 

HH xx : Yq+1 = XqZ - XZq. (12) 

Itt is isomorphic over F92 to the curve (7) by the linear transformation (X, V, Z) —> 
(Y,(Y,,,yX,'yZ),yX,'yZ), with 7 € F,2 such that 79 -1 = —1. We keep the notations of the preceding 
section,, namely, IT' is the projection from Hi onto P1 given by i^{X : Y : Z) = (X : Z), 
Q<x>Q<x>  = (0 : 1 : 0) is the center of the projection n', and A(Qoo) is the group of auto-
morphismss of Hi whose linear action on P2 fixes Q^,. We are interested in the case G a 
subgroupp of A{Qoo). This latter lies in an extension as (9), where now the term PGL(2, ¥q) 
hass the clear geometrical interpretation of being the subgroup of AutfP1) which fixes the 
sett of ramification points P! (Fg). Then G is an extension 

00 — G' ^ G ^ G — 0, (13) 
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withh G' = G n txq+1 and G the image of G in PGL(2,F<7). 
Inn principle, for any subgroup G C PGL(2,FJ, one could study the possible G C 

A(Qoo)A(Qoo) covering it, and determine the curves Hi/G. For simplicity, we will report only 
ourr analysis of the following list of subgroups of G c PGL(2,Fq). On the basis of our 
calculations,, the cases left out do not seem to add new genera to our list of genera of 
supersingularr curves. 

1.. G conjugate to a group of affine transformations a(x) — ax + b, for x the affine 
coordinatee x — X/Z, a G F*  and 6 G F9. 

2.. G cyclic of order (i any divisor of q + 1. This type of subgroup of PGL(2,Fg) can 
bee realized as follows. There is an action of the cyclic group F*2/F*, of order q + 1, 
permutingg cyclically the q 4- 1 points of P ^ F J. This action can be obtained by 
representingg PlQFfl) as F*2/F*  and letting this latter act on itself by multiplication. 
Anyy non-trivial subgroup G of F*2/F*  is cyclic of order /x, with /i a divisor of q + 1, 
andd it acts freely on P1(F9). 

3.. G dihedral of order 2A, with A any divisor of q — 1. More precisely, we assume G 
generatedd by an affine transformation c{x) = ax, with a G F*  and ord (a) = A, and 
ann involution r(x) — c/x, with c G F*. 

4.. G dihedral of order 2/i, with fi any divisor of q + 1. We will restrict our attention to 
thosee G which contain as normal subgroup of index 2 a cyclic group of order /i as 
inn case 2. More precisely, these dihedral groups are generated by an element a of 
orderr /J, with /i a divisor of q + 1 as in case 2, and an involution r which permutes 
thee fixed points of a, which are two distinct points lying in P1(Fg2) \ P^F, ). 

CaseCase 1. A group of affine transformations x >->  ax + (3 fixes the point at infinity (1 : 0) G 
P1.. So any lif t G C .4(Qoo) of G fixes the point 
(11 : 0 : 0) G .ffi, the unique point of Hi over (1 : 0). Since this point is rational over F92, 
wee see that G is conjugate to a subgroup of type I, by proposition 4.1. For our purpose 
off  computing a table of supersingular genera, we will not need to compute the genus of 
Hi/G,Hi/G, since these genera are already obtained by method I. 

CasesCases 2 and 4- We notice that there exist isomorphisms between the curve Hi : 
YYq+lq+l  = XqZ - XZq and the curve (6): Yq+l  = ~Xq+l - Zq+\ Moreover one can obtain 
suchh an isomorphism by a suitable linear transformation of X, Z, defined over Fg2. Let 
aa G PGL(2,Fq) be an element of order y\q + 1 as in case 2, and r G PGL(2,Fg) an 
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involutionn permuting the two fixed points of a, as discussed about in Case 4. It is not 
difficultt to prove that, via a suitable choice of such an isomorphism, any lif t of a to an 
automorphismm of H\ can be read off from (6) as the automorphism Y *-*  Y, X H-> t}X, 
ZZ i—  Z, with r]  a primitive m-th root of 1. Moreover, the involution r can b lifted to an 
automorphismm of 6 of the form: Y *  y, X >-  £Z, Z  X, with £ any (q + l)-th root of 
1.. Therefore we see that a group G with G equal to (<r) or (<X,T) is isomorphic to a group 
off  automorphisms of (6) extendable to char= 0, see theorem 4.1, hence of type III , which 
casecase will be completely worked out in the next section. 

CaseCase 3. G is generated by an affine transformation a(x) = ax, with o € F*  and ord 
(a)) = A, and an involution T(X) = c/x, with c G F*. The group G is the extension of G 
withh a subgroup G' C ^,+i, as in (13). Therefore, the quotient map Hx —  Hi/G is the 
compositionn of the quotient map H\ —* Y = H\/G', followed by a quotient Y —* Y/G", 
withh G" = G. The curve Y has an equation of the form: 

YY : ym = xq-x, (14) 

withh m a divisor of q + 1. The map TT : V — P1 given by 7r(ar, y) = ar is a Galois covering 
withh Galois group equal to /im, and Y has a group of automorphisms Ay equal to an 
extension: : 

00 -> \im -*  .4y -> PGL(2,9) -^ 0. 

Soo we will analyze all the possible quotients of such a curve V with a subgroup G" of .Ay 
suchh that G" = G = Ö2\ Q PGL(2,q). The general lift s of a and r to elements cr and f 
off  ^4y are defined by: 

a(x)a(x) = ax, a(y) = (3yt with /?"*  — a, 
f(a;)) = c/x, f(j/ ) = ~fy/x(q+l)/m, with 7m - - c. 

Thee relations defining G are ordfcr) = A, ord(r) = 2 and T<TT = a- 1. Therefore, in order 
too ensure that G" = G, we have to impose that the group G" is generated by a and f and 
thatt these elements satisfy the same relations as a and r. A littl e calculation shows that 
thee stated relations are equivalent to: 

bbmm=a,=a, (m,A) = l, 62 = a ^, 
mm 2 ! do) 

7mm = —c, 7̂  = c m . 

Itt is also easy to prove that the every element in G" commutes with every element in 
HHmm = GalfVyP1). Hence the composition of Galois coverings Y —*  P1 — PVC? is Galois, 
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withh Galois group equal to /im  G". We have a diagram of Galois coverings: 

YY —?-> Y/G" 

11 4 ^ 
P11 -*u pyc, 

wheree TT and ir'  have Galois group equal to nm and p, q have Galois group isomorphic to 
DD2n2n.. For a point P e Y let us denote P' = TT(F), Q = g(P) and Q' = p{P') = TT'(Q). We 
wil ll  also denote by rp/Q, rp/pt, TQJQI and rpijQ>  the ramification orders of the maps q, n, 
7r'' and p respectively, at the indicated points. We represent all this in the diagram: 

pp -*-> g 

**  rf/P' ir' I rQ/Q' (17) 

P'' ^ — Q', 
rrP'/Q' P'/Q' 

Thenn the following relation holds: 

rrP/QP/Q *  rQ/Q' = rP/P' '  r P'/Q' - ( 1 8) 

Now,, the isomorphism h*-^h between the Galois groups of q and p induces an injection 
betweenn the inertia groups of P and P', since, for any h € G" such that h(P) = P it 
holdss P' = TT(P) = TT(/I(P)) - MTT(P)) - P'. So we find that 

rp/q\rp/q\ rP>/Q>\  2A. 

Hence,, by (17) we also have: 
rp/p'\rp/p'\ rQ/Q>\ m. 

Thiss means that Q is a ramification point for TT' if P is a ramification point for n. Since 
wee know that -K is ramified above the set P^F )̂ only and, over this set, the ramification 
iss total, we find that: 

7r'' is ramified over P1(Wq)/G, with total ramification, and maybe over some other point of 
PVÜ. . 

Wee now consider separately the two cases according whether m is odd or even. 

i)i)  m odd. First of all, we need to observe that, for m odd, the equations (15) have a 
uniquee solution (6,7) 6 {Wq2*)2 for any choice of (a,c) e (F3*)

2, with ord(a) = A. By (15) 
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wee know that  m;nce also (m,2A) = 1. So, from (18) and the observation that 
rp/Qrp/Q and rp- IX and TQ/QI, rp/p> divide m, we can deduce 

rrP/QP/Q = rP'/Q'  a n <i fp/P' = rQ/Q'-

Hci:: . :n> case m odd, the Galois covering ir'  is ramified only over P1(F,)/G, with 
totall  raindication. Therefore we will be able to compute the genus of Y/G" if we know 
thee cardinality of P1{¥q)/G. 

Lemmaa 4.1. Under the notations above, for m odd and prime to A, the cardinality of 
Pl (F„)/GG is equal to: 

( 22 or 1 if (q — 1)/A is even 

\P\Pll(^)/G\(^)/G\ =  q-~+{  (19) 
(( 3/2 if {q - 1)/A is odd 

ProofProof One orbit for the action of G on P^F,) is {0,oo}. A point x € F*  ^ P1 \ {0,oo} 
belongss to an orbit of A, or 2A, elements according whether it is stabilized by one element 
off  G of the form cr'r, or not. If air{x) = x then x2 = a%c. If a is a square in F9, which 
happenss if and only if (q — 1)/A is even, then there are 2A such points x, or no such x, 
accordingg whether c is a square, or not. If there are 2A such points, then they are divided 
intoo two orbits with respect to the action of G. Therefore the total number of orbits for 
(q(q - 1)/A even and c a square is 1 + (q - 1 - 2A)/2A + 2 = 2 + (q - 1)/2A. Similarly, 
forr (q — 1)/A even and c not a square, one has 1 + (q — 1)/2A orbits. This proves the 
partt of the stated formula when (q — 1)/A is even. Now let us suppose that a is not a 
squaree in F,. This is equivalent to (q — 1)/A odd, so in particular A is even. In this case 
justt half of the A elements axc are squares, precisely the ones with i even if c is a square, 
orr the ones with i odd, if c is not a square. Since A is even, the elements axr form two 
conjugationn classes in G, according to the parity of i. So we see that the A elements x 
suchh that x2 = a*c form just one orbit in this case. Therefore one has a number of orbits 
equall  to 1 + (q - 1 - A)/2A + 1 = 3/2 + (? - 1)/2A for (q - 1)/A odd. G 

Fromm the preceding lemma the following result follows: 

Theoremm 4.4. The genus of the quotient curve Y/G", for m odd, is the following: 

g(Yg(Y,G»),G») = ( m - 1 ) (
4 \ - 1 - f ) , (20) 

with with 

{ { 
__ 0 or 2A if (q- 1)/A is even 

AA  if (q - 1)/A is odd 
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Proof.Proof. We apply the Riemann-Hurwitz formula to the covering n' : Y/G" —> P1/G. As we 
observedd before, for m odd this covering is a cyclic covering of order m with ramification 
onlyy over P1(¥q)/G, and total ramification over this set. Therefore we see: 

2g(Y/G")2g(Y/G") - 2 = -2m + (m - l)\P\¥q)/G\. 

Byy applying the formulas (19) for |P1(F,)/G|, one can find the stated formulas for 
g{Y/G").g{Y/G"). D 

ii)ii)  m even. By (15), in this case A is odd. We already know that n' is ramified over 
PP11(F(Fqq)/G)/G with total ramification. However, in the present case, there might be also other 
ramificationn points for ir'. The relations (15), for m = 25, are easily seen to be compatible 
iff  and only a is a square in ¥q and c is not a square, i.e éq~l)/2 — — 1. In this case one sees 
thatt b is uniquely determined, while 7 is determined up to the sign. To get all the other 
possiblee ramification points for -K', we have to look at points P' € P1\P1(Fg) . For any such 
pointt one has rp/p> — 1. Since we want to impose TQ/QI > 1 and P' is not a ramification 
pointt for 7r, by 18 we have to impose that rp>/Qi > 1, and therefore the inertia group 
off  P' in G must necessarily be generated by an element of the form erlr, which means 
fp'/Q'fp'/Q' — 2. So, by (18), we have TPJQTQIQ1 — 2, and finally we impose rp/q — 1 to get 
rrQ/Q'Q/Q' = 2 > 1. Points P' 6 P1 with these properties correspond to x £ F*2 such that 
xx22 = axc, for some i, but 7&'/x^+1^m = —1. These conditions ensure that <TV(P') = P', 
butt axf{P) 7̂  P. Since the order of a is odd, and hence a — &2k, for suitable k, one can 
provee that the set of the x as above, is in bijection with the set of the z such that z2 — c 
andd 7/2(9+1)/"» = _ i }  by setting z = d~lk{x). Now let us consider the two square roots 

 of c. If (q 4- l)/m is even, then none or both of  satisfy the above requirements, 
accordingg to the choice of the sign of 7. Moreover, one can check that z and — z are not 
inn the same orbit of G, which is consequence of the fact that A is odd. So, if {q + l)/m 
iss even, we find 2 or 0 points in Q' G ~Pl/G, outside ~Pl(Fq)/G, over which n' is ramified, 
withh ramification orders equal to 2. In particular there are exactly m/2 points Q e Y/G" 
overr each such Q'. 

Onn the other hand, if (q + l ) /m is odd, for any possible choice of 7, just one among 
zz gives an extra ramification. In conclusion we have: 

Lemmaa 4.2. Form even the ramification divisor R ofn' has degree: 

deg(fl)) = (m - l)(q - 1)/2A + (m - 1) + 6  m/2 

withwith 6 = 0 or 5 — 2 if (q + l)/m is even, and ö — 1 if (q + l ) /m is odd. 
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Proof.Proof. From the discussion above it follows: 

deg(#)) = (m - l)\P\Wq)/G\ + 6  m/2. 

But,, in our case, no non-trivial element in G fixes any point in F* = P1 \ {0, oo}. So we 
have:: _ 1 

|P1(Fg)/G|| = l + ^ = r , 

andd the result follows immediately. D 

AA straightforward application of the Riemann-Hurwitz formula to the covering TT' : 
Y/G"Y/G" —  P1/G gives us the following result. 

Theoremm 4.5. If m is even, the genus of Y/G" is: 

»P700 = i( ( r o- f f ' - 1 )+i)-/ , (2D 
withwith ƒ = m/2 or f = 0 if (q + l)/m is even, and f = m/4 if (q + l) /m is odd. 

4.44 Groups of type II I 

Wee consider now subgroups G C (fj.q+i)2 * 53. Therefore G sits in an exact sequence 

(ïj-tf-c-s-a), , 
withh G' = GO (fiq+1)2 and G the image of G in 53. We will consider the Fermat curve F 
withh equation 6, and compute the genera of the quotients F/G. To do this, we will adopt 
thee following strategy: we will compute first the possible genera of the curves F/G', with 
G'G' any possible subgroup of (/xq+i)

2, and after this we will find out which curves of the 
typee X = F/G' admit some automorphism group isomorphic to a subgroup G of S3. 
Next,, we study the extra quotients X/G and add their genera to the set of genera already 
obtained. . 

Inn proposition 3.5 of Ch. 3 we saw that a curve X is a Galois covering P1 ramified 
overr three points with abelian Galois group of exponent m if and only if it is a quotient 
off  the Fermat curve 

FFmm : Xm + Ym + Zm = 0, (22) 

byy a subgroup of (^m)2. If m\q+1 then X is also a quotient of the Fermat curve of degree 
qq + 1 given by (6). In order to find the possible genera of the quotients of (6) by a group 
G'G' C (nq+i)2, we can therefore restrict to the abelian coverings of P1 ramified over three 
points,, with Galois group of exponent m\q + 1. 
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4.55 Abelian coverings of P1 ramified over three points 

Inn this section we give a formula for the genera of the abelian coverings of P1 ramified 
overr three points. Although we will be interested mainly in the case when the exponent of 
thee Galois group of such coverings divides q +1, in this section we will deal with arbitrary 
exponentt of the Galois group not divisible by the characteristic of the base field. 
Notations s 

-- [a, b] =gcd(a,b), the greatest common divisor of the integers a and b. 
-- (a, b) =lcm(a, 6) the least common multiple of a, b. 
-- k an algebraically closed field of char (A;) Jdfc(A). 
-- IT : X —*  P1 an abelian covering ramified over 0, 1, oo, defined over k. 
-- A the Galois group of n. 
-- m the exponent of A. 
-- For any i £ {0,1, oo}  C P1 and for x G X such that 7r(x) = i, we set 

AiAi = {a e A : a{x) = x}. 

Thiss is a cyclic group and a generator of A» will be often denoted by a*. 
-- a =#(i4i); h =#{AQn Ax)] h' =# (A0n^n A*,); d = h/h'. 
Thee main result of the section is the following theorem. 
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Theoremm 4.6. The following facts hold: 

1.1. The genus g{X) of X is given by : 

eoeii  - e0 — ei - [eo, e\]d 
g(X)g(X) = 1 + 

2/i i 

2.2. An abelian covering X —  P1 as above exists if and only if the following conditions 
areare satisfied: 

 (eo,ei) = m; 

 ft|[eo,ei], d\h; 

 d is prime to e0ei/[eo, e^2 and it is even if h is even and e0ei/[e0, ei]2 is odd. 

Too prove this theorem, we will make extensive use of the Riemann Existence Theorem 
3.7,, which is allowed since the characteristic of k does not divide #(^4)- Let Oi be a 
generatorr of A» f° r * = 0, l,oo. By theorem 3.7 we can assume that a  ̂ — (To + o"i, 
inn the additive notation for A. We set H = AQ D J4I, and ô  the image of Oi in A/H. 
Thenn A/H is the direct sum (a0) ® (<j\),  and the image of A  ̂ in A/H is generated by 
(öo,, <TI), so it has order (eo//i, e\/h) = (eo, e\)fh. On the other hand this image has order 
#(^4oo)/#(A)) H Ax n v4oo) = eoo/h', hence we find the formula 

eooo = (eo, ejh'/h = (eo, ex)/d. (23) 

Wee observe that A is isomorphic to the quotient {AQ ® Ai)/H, hence 

#(v4)) = M/h. (24) 

Withinn this setup we can prove the statement 1. in theorem 4.6. 

ProofProof of statement 1). The fibre over i 6 {0,1, co}  contains #(A)/#(Ai) points, each 
appearingg in the ramification divisor with multiplicity #(Aj) — 1, since char(fc) J(#{A). 
Hencee the Riemann-Hurwitz formula for the covering ?r gives: 

2g(X)2g(X) - 2 = {eo€i/h){-2 + e0 + el + e<x>- l /e0 - l/ex - l /e»). 

Statementt (1) of the theorem follows easily after substitution of the expression (23) for 
e,»» into the equation above. D 
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Forr the proof of statement (2) we observe that, by theorem 3.7, all the coverings X are 
determinedd uniquely up to isomorphisms by the choice of generators <7o and &i  for AQ and 
A\A\ respectively. A generator for A  ̂ is indeed immediately given by (To + <J\. If we write 
AA = (AQ © A\)fH, we will produce all X, with GalfX/P1) = A and fixed ramification 
degreess eo and e\ over 0,1 G P\ by letting H vary among the subgroups of AQ © A\ 
isomorphicc to the intersection A0 D A\ C A It easy to see that H can be generated by any 
elementt of the form ((e0/h)a0, (ei£//i)ai), with t prime to /i. Moreover A  ̂ is the image 
inn (Ao ®Ai)/H of the subgroup generated by (oo, fi) . Once one has fixed the parameters 
eo,, ei, /i and i, one gets the following. 

Lemmaa 4.3. We denote a = e0/[e0, ei] and 0 = ei/[eo,ei]. Then the integer d in theorem 
4-64-6 is given by: 

d=[h,a-t0].d=[h,a-t0]. (25) 

Proof.Proof. Looking at the expression e^ = (e0,ei)/d one observes that d is equal to the 
orderr of the intersection in A0 © Ai of if and the subgroup {(<7O,0-i)}, generated by 
(<70,<Ti).. Indeed it is the order of the kernel of the surjection {(<70,cri)) —*  A^, induced 
byy the projection A0 © Ax —> A. This means also that d is the order of the kernel of 
thee map 0 : H —> (AQ © J4I)/((<7O,<7I)) defined as the restriction to H of the projection 
AAQQ®Ai®Ai -> (A0©Ai)/(((To,cr1)). The group [Ao®Ai)/{(a0tai)) is isomorphic to Z/[eo, ei]Z 
andd the projection onto it can be defined by ao >-*  1, o~\  —1. Therefore 0(i/) is the 
subgroupp of Z/[e0, ei]Z generated by e0/h-eit/h. Setting r = [e0, ex] and s = eo/h-erf/h, 
onee has #(0(H)) = r/[r,s]. Since d - h/#{<j>(H)),  we find d - /i[r,s]/r = [r/i,s/i]/r -
[/i,s/i/r]]  = [h,a-tb].

Itt is useful to observe that the integer t can indeed be taken prime to e0. We can do so 
becausee only the congruence class of t mod h matters and one knows that the canonical 
mapp (Z/e0Z)*  —  (Z/hZ)* is surjective. Furthermore, setting as above a = e0/[eo,ei] and 
(3(3 = ei/[e0, ei], we observe that the set 

{[/i ,, a — t0\ : t prime to e0} 

iss equal to the set 

{[h,{[h,  xa + y/3] : x prime to ei and y prime to e0} . 

Sincee h\[e0, ei], this latter is also equal to the set of numbers of the form [h,D], with 
DD — [[eo, ei],xa + y0], with x prime to ex and y prime to eo-
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ProofProof of statement (2) in theorem 4-6. We start with the necessity of the given numerical 
conditions.. Under the notations introduced above, the exponent m of the Galois group 
AA =Gal(X/P1) is clearly (eo,ei), and h is a divisor of [eo, ei], since it is the order of 
AQHAIAQHAI C A. Moreover by the formula in lemma 4.3, the fact that t can be chosen prime 
too eo and the fact that eo/[eo,ei] is prime to ei/[eo,ei], it follows that d is prime to both 
eo/[eo,, ̂ i] and ei/[eo, e^]. Finally if h is even then t is odd and if eo and e\ have the same 
2-adicc valuation it follows that eo/[eo, e\] — eit/[eo,ei] is even. Hence d is even. This 
provess the necessity of the conditions on the parameters e0, ei, h, d. 

Noww the sufficiency. By the discussion before lemma 4.3 we know that a Galois covering 
XX of P1 ramified over {0,1, oo}, with abelian Galois group A of exponent m and prescribed 
ramificationn groups AQ, AX and A  ̂ is determined up to isomorphisms by a choice of 
generatorss o-0,ai of A such that o~i generates Ai for i = 0,1. The orders eo = #(A)) and 
e\e\ — #(Ai ) can be arbitrary positive integers such that {eo, ei) = m, and A is isomorphic 
too Z/eoZ © Z/eiZ/if with H generated by an element of the form (e0//i , tei/h) with 
/i|[e0,ei]]  with arbitrary t prime to eo- The integer d = #(^4o H AI)/#{AQ n A\ n A^) 
iss determined from t by formula (25). When t varies we have already observed that d 
cann assume any value of the form [h, D]  where D = [[eo, ei], xeo/[eo, ei] + J/ei/[e0, ei]], for 
xx and y varying in the units modulo e\ and e0 respectively. The conclusion is then an 
immediatee consequence of the next lemma. D 

Lemmaa 4.4. Let a, b be positive integers. We set a = a /[a, b] and (3 = b/[a, b]. Let D be 
aa divisor of [a, b] such that 

1.1. D is prime to a and /?; 
2.2. if a and b are even and they have the same 2-adic valuation, then D is even. 

ThenThen D — [[a, b], x0 + ya] for some x, y such that [x,a] — 1, [y,b] = 1. 

Proof.Proof. We start choosing x' and y' such that x'(3 + y'a = 1. If we pose x = Dx' — va and 
yy — Dy' + v(3 for an arbitrary i>, then 

DD = x/3 + ya= [[a, 6], xp + ya]. 

Ourr goal is now to find v such that simultaneously x is prime to a and y is prime to b. 
Whatt we can certainly find is vx such that 

x\x\ = Dx' — v\a 

iss prime to a, because Dx' is invertible in Z/aZ, and v2 such that 

yy22 = Dy' + v2j3 
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iss prime to 6, for a similar reason. We put 

yii  = Dy' + viP 

and d 
X2X2 = Dx' — V2OC. 

Thenn we look for a couple of integer numbers (A, (x) such that 

 x = A:ri + [MX2 is prime to a, 

 y = Xyi + fiy2 is prime to b, 

 A + /J. is prime to [a,b\. 

Thiss last condition ensures that D = [[a, ft], x/3 + ya]. 

Lett p b ea prime dividing a or 6. Let us consider the points AP,BP,CP € Pjp whose 
homogeneouss coordinates (u : v) satisfy the equations: 

AApp : ux\ + VX2 — 0, 
BBpp : uyi + vy2 = 0, 
CCpp::  u + v = 0, 

respectively.. Then the Chinese remainder theorem assures us that there is a couple (A,^) 
satisfyingg our requests if and only if, for any p\ab, there exists Rp G Pp satisfying the 
inequalities: : 

RRpp  ̂ Ap, Cp, if p\a and p J(b, (26) 

i?pp ^ AP,BP)CP, ifp|[a,6], (27) 

i?pp  ̂ BP,CP, if p\b and p )(a. (28) 

Theree always exists Rp satisfying (26), (28) and also (27) if p > 3, since | P| | — p + 1. 
Soo we are left with condition (27) for p = 2. If 2|[a, b] but 2 /a&/[a, 6]2 then D is even by 
hypothesis.. Since [Xi, a] = 1 then Xi = Da:' - v\a/[a, b] is odd. It follows that v  ̂ is odd 
too.. Then also Y\ = Dy' 4- v\b/[a, b] is odd. So in the case under consideration, we can 
seee immediately that the point R2 = (1 : 0) satisfies condition (27). 
Anotherr case is 2|a/[a,6] , 2|[a, b], but 2 J(b/[a,b]. Here D is necessarily odd and x' is also 
odd.. Therefore X2 = Dx'—V2a/[a, b] is odd and the same also holds for Y2 by construction. 
Thenn we can choose Rp = (0 : 1) as a point satisying (27). The case 2|6/[a, b] , 2|[a, 6], 
butt 2 J(a/[a,b] is treated similarly. D 
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4.66 Abelian coverings of P1 ramified over  0, l,oo wit h extra au-
tomorphisms. . 

Lett p : X ~* P1 be a Galois covering ramified over 0, l,oo, with abelian Galois group A 
andd ramification groups Ao, Ai and A». We are interested to know under which conditions 
thee curve X has other automorphisms than the ones already in A. This will enable us 
too get more quotients of Fermat curves. We will restrict to the following situation. We 
wil ll  assume that there exists a subgroup P cAut(X) whose elements map fibres of p into 
fibresfibres of p. This fact implies that the action of P on X descends to an action on P1 via p. 
Itt is easy to prove that such a group P normalizes A in Aut(X). Let us call P the groups 
off  automorphisms of P1 induced by P. It permutes 0, l,oo, and its action on P1 is of 
coursee uniquely determined by this permutation action. We have a commutative diagram 
off  Galois coverings: 

XX  X/P 

P ll —2— P 7 P. 
Wee denote by -K : X —  P1 the composition IT = q -p. One sees that TT is a Galois 

coveringg with Galois group G isomorphic to a semidirect product A~x P. For any r € P, 
thee conjugation map g >-  rgr-1 in Aut(X) induces isomorphisms among the ramification 
groupss Ai, compatibly with the induced permutation f of {0,1, oo}. Finally, we can assume 
thatt P = P, which in turn is isomorphic to a subgroup of 53. We can do so without loss 
off  generality, because it is not difficult to prove that one can always reduce oneself to such 
case,, after substituting X with a suitable quotient X' — XjB with B = A C\ P. 

Wee will classify the curves X admitting a group P of extra isomorphisms as discussed 
above,, starting with the characteristic zero case. Since all the curves and the automor-
phismm we will consider will be defined over cyclotomic fields, we will obtain interesting 
neww curves by reducing the quotients X/P modulo a prime. This will be done in section 
4.7. . 

Upp to changes of coordinates in P1, the possibilities for P are the following. 

Casee 4.1. P is generated by an order two automorphism r which descends to the involu-
tiontion f of P1 which interchanges 0 and 1, and fixes 00. 

Itt follows that AQ and A\ are conjugated by r, so e0 = e\ — m. For the results and 
underr the notations of the preceding section, A ~ (Z/mZ)2//f , with H = AQ n Ax and 
HH generated by an element of the form (m/h, mt/h). The fixed points of f in P1 are 00 
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andd 1/2. It follows that -K : X —» P1 is ramified over the three points P = g(0) = g(l), 
QQ = ?(oo) and R = <?(l/2). Hence the degenerate fibres of 7r are 7r_1(P) = p_1(0)Up_1(l) , 
^^ (Q)) — P~1(°°)j and7r_1(i?) =p_ 1( l /2) . We can find ramification points of the covering 
XX — X / P only in the last two fibres. 

Casee 4.2. P ÏS generated by an order three automorphism r such that f acts on {0,1,00} 
asas the 3-cycle (0, l,oo). 

Wee find eo — ei — eoo = m and A = (Z/mZ)2/#, similarly as in the previous example. 
Thee two fixed points of f are the —77 and -r;2, with 77 a primitive third root of 1. The 
degeneratee fibres of it are respectively p~l(0) Up_1( l ) Up_1(oo), p_1(—77) and p~l{-rj 2). 
Wee can find ramification points for X —> X/P only in the last two ones. 

Casee 4.3. P descends to the permutation group S3 of {0,1,00}  C P1. 

Ass before eo = ex = e^ = m. There are no points in P1 fixed by every element of P, so 
thee ramification points for P11 —> P: / P are all the points of the form r(5), for any T e P 
andd S € P1 one of the points fixed by the transposition (0,1) or the 3-cycle (0, l,oo), 
knownn from the previous examples. 

Wee will now study separately the necessary and sufficient conditions for the existence 
off  a Galois covering p : X —* P1 with abelian Galois group A = (Z/mX)2/H, with H 
generatedd by an element of the form (m/h, tm/h), such that X admits a group P of extra 
automorphismss as in cases 4.1, 4.2 and 4.3. Moreover we will compute the genera of the 
quotientt curves X/P. 

Actionn of P cyclic of order 2 

Wee study the curves X with P as in Case 4.1. The following characterization holds. 

Theoremm 4.7. Let us assume that char(k) = 0. Then there exists a Galois covering 
pp : X —* P1 with abelian Galois group A ^ (Z/mZ)2/# such that X admits a group P of 
extraextra automorphisms as in Case 4-1 if and only if H — {(m/h,mt/h)}, with t2 = 1 (mod 
h). h). 

Proof.Proof. We start with the necessity of the condition. From the discussion of Case (4.1) 
itt is clear that we can find generators a for AQ and (3 for A\ such that j3 — rar~x. The 
stabilizerr Gx of a point x € 7r_1(P) is AQ or A\. The stabilizer Gx of a point x € ir~l(Q) 
iss cyclic of order 2eoo and so the subgroup of the squares of elements in Gx is Ax>- Finally 
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thee stabilizer of a point x over R is generated by an element of order two, which we may 
assumee to be a conjugate of r. By theorem 3.7 we know that there are three elements 
<Ti<Ti  G G, i — 1,2,3, generating ramification groups over the points P, Q, R respectively, 
suchh that 01O2O-3 = 1. Up to conjugation we may assume that <7i = a, 02 = a_1T, and 
CTCT33 = T. A generator of 4» is then the square of <r2 = a~lT, that is a- 1/?- 1. If we identify 
AA with the quotient of (Z/mZ)2/ i / given by (0,1) *~*  a, (1,0) 1-» 0, we see that the 
elementt (1,1) G (Z/mZ)2 goes over a generator of A». The conjugation by r lift s to the 
automorphismm of (Z/mZ)2 given by f(u, v) = (v, u). The kernel H = ((m/h, mt/h)) must 
bee invariant by ƒ and this immediately implies t2 = 1 (mod h). 

Noww we sketch a proof of the sufficiency. We take X = Fm/H, a quotient of the 
Fermatt curve of degree m given by equation (22), and H C (Z/mZ)2 as in the statement. 
HH is invariant by conjugation with respect to a subgroup P C S3 of order 2 in the 
automorphismm group (Z/mZ)2 xi .S3 of Fm. Then one immediately sees that P descends 
too a group of automorphisms of X of order 2. D 

Ourr next task is to compute the genus of X/P. We need to know the fixed points 
forr the action of P. We call G the group of automorphisms of X given by the semidirect 
productt of A and P : 

GG = A xi F. 

Thee order two element r generating P has the general form r = aa(pTo, under the 
notationss of the proof of theorem 4.7, with TQ a fixed order two automorphism inducing 
thee transposition of 0,1 G P1, and a, b determined in order to impose the condition of 
rr having order two. Remembering that the conjugation by r0 transposes a and /3, we 
findd that the condition r2 =id is equivalent to aa+bpa+b = 0 G A = (Z/mZ)2/H, that is: 
aa + b = rm/h and a + b = rtm/h. Equivalently: 

aa + b = sm/[h,t-l}. (30) 

Wee know that the possible fixed points for r are in the fibres p_1(oo) and p- I ( l /2 ) . From 
thee proof of theorem 4.7, we can assume that there is a point in p-1(cc) fixed by orVo, 
andd a point in p_ 1( l /2) fixed by r0. Let xo G p-1(oo) Up- 1( l /2) be one of these points. 
Thee points x such that p(x) = p(xo) can be written x = gxo, with g G A, and they are in 
one-to-onee correspondence with the classes of g in v4//4Xo. One observes that 

xx is fixed by r if and only if g~lrg G G^. 
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Iff  xo lies over oo, we know that AXo = A  ̂ = {aft), while if XQ lies over 1/2, then AXo = (1). 
Inn any case AX0 commutes with every element in G. Writing g = au/^, the condition above 
iss equivalent to 

aVaV-u-u++ apu-apu-VV+b+bTQTQ e Gxo 

Byy construction of r0 and XQ, we see that GXo = (QTO) C G/AXQ = A/A0 xi {r 0), if 
2:00 € p_1(oo), or GXo = (r0), if :r0 € p~1(l/2). So the following properties hold. 

1)) If z <= p_1(oo), then it is fixed by r if and only if ^-u+a-ipu-v+b = x i n A/A^. 

2)) If x e P_1(l/2), then it is fixed by r if and only if  av-u+a pa-v+b = L 

Moreover,, the number of the fixed points x for r, in cases 1) and 2) is given by the number 
off  solutions of the equations above auJ3v £ A/A  ̂ and au(3v € A, respectively. 

Inn case 1) we have A/A  ̂ ~ (Z/mlf/H', with H' = H + {(1,1)). Then one finds with 
easyy calculations that (Z/mZ)2//T = Z//Z, with / = m[h, t - l]//i , and the quotient map 
AA —* A/Ax = Z/IZ is represented by az(3w i-> z — w. So the condition in 1) is equivalent 
too 2(v - u) + a - b - 1 = 0 (mod I). 

Iff  / is odd, the equation above has a unique solution v — u modulo /. That is, there is 
onlyy one point x as in case 1) fixed by T. We observe that / odd is equivalent to m odd: 
thiss follows from the observation that ^(m) > v2(h) > ^ ( [^ , t - 1]), and from the fact 
thatt [m, t]  = 1. 

Iff  / is even, or equivalently m even, then the equation above has two solutions modulo / 
iff  a — b — 1 is even and no solutions if a — b — 1 is odd. We recall that a + b — sm/[h, t — 1], 
hencee if m/[h,t — 1] is even, one has a — b — 1 odd and hence no solutions. Else, if 
m/[h,tm/[h,t — 1] is odd, one can have either no solutions or two solutions according whether 
thee number s in (30) is even or not. 

Inn case 2) the equation in (u, v) to solve is (v — u + a, u — v + b) = 0 mod H. This is 
equivalentt to v — u + a = rm/h and a + b = r(t + l)m/h (mod m). We have solutions if 
andd only if the second equation is satisfied for some r. 

Iff  m is odd, then h is odd and since t2 = 1 (mod /i), it follows that h — [h, t — l][h,  t + 1]. 
Thereforee a + b = sm/[h, t - 1] = sm[h, t + \}fh = rm(t + \)/h (mod m) for a suitable 
r.. Moreover there are [h, t + 1] classes of such r's (mod h). Hence there are m[/i, t + l\/h 
classess of (u, v) modulo H satisfying the conditions of case 2. This means that there are 
m[/i,, t + l]/h in p~1(l/2) when m is odd. 

Iff  m is even, we need to study the existence of integers r such that 
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sm/[h,tsm/[h,t — 1] = rm(t + \)fh (mod m). This is equivalent to 
shf[h,shf[h, t-l]  = r ( i+ l ) (mod/i), which is possible if and only if [h, t+1]  divides shf [h,t—l], 
thatt is, if [h,t + l][h,t  - 1] divides sh. This is always the case if h = [h,t — l][h,t  + 1], 
otherwisee one observes that [/i, t — l][/i , t + 1] = 2h and therefore there exists a solution r 
orr not according whether s is even or not. In the case when solutions do exist, the number 
off  fixed points in p~l{l/2) is m[h, t + l]/h, as in the case m odd. 

Wee will resume the results of the discussion above in the following proposition. 

Propositionn 4.4. Let P = (T) be as in Case 4-1 o,nd let us denote fm,h,t = fn[h, t + l]/h. 
ThenThen the number N of fixed points for P is given by the following formulas: 

NN = 1 + fm,h,t ifmis odd; 
NN = fm,h,t ifmis even and h = [h,t — l][/i , £ + 1]; 
NN = 0 or N = fm,h,t if m is even, h ^[h,t — l][h,  t+1]  and 
vv22(m)(m) V̂2([h,t- 1]); 
NN = fm,k,t or N = 2 if m is even and V2(m) = v2([h, t — 1]). 

Proof.Proof. The case m odd is clear from the discussion above. 
Iff  m is even and h — [h, t — l][h,  t + 1], then t is odd and hence t^CO > ^ ( [ / Ï , t — 1]), 

so,, a fortiori, ^ (m) > V2{[h,t — 1]). Prom the discussion above it follows that there are 
noo fixed points in p_1(oo) and m[h,t + \\/h fixed points in p_1( l /2), whence the formula 
forr N in this case. 

Iff  m is even, h^[h,t- l][h,t+l]  and v2(m) ^ V2([h,t — 1]), then m/[h,t — 1] is even 
andd therefore there are no fixed points in p-1(oo) On the other hand, there are either 
m[h)t+m[h)t+ l]/h fixed points in p~l(l/2) or no points, according whether s is even or not. 

Iff  m is even and ^(m) = v2{\hyt — 1]), then m/[h,t — 1] is odd. Therefore there 
aree no fixed points in p_1(oo), or two fixed points, according whether s is even or odd, 
respectively.. Since in the present case it also holds that h^{h,t — l][/i , t + 1], we see that 
inn p- 1( l /2) there are m[h, t + l]// i fixed points, or no fixed points, if s is even or odd, 
respectively.. The formula for N follows immediately. 

Finally,, it is clear that the cases above are the only possible ones. 
D D 

Wee can now compute the genus of X/P, with F as in Case 4.1. 
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£m,h,t£m,h,t — < 

Theoremm 4.8. For X and P = (r) of order two, as in Case 4-h one has 

g(X/P)g(X/P) = g(X)/2 + £mXt, 

withwith em,h,t defined as follows. We set fm<h,t ~ m[h,t + l]//i , as in theorem 4-4- Then: 

1/44 - fmji,t/4 */ m is odd> 
1/22 - /m,h,(/4 if m is even and h~[h,t- l\[h,t+  1], 
1/22 or 1/2 - /m,hlt/4 m is even, h  ̂ [h,t-l][h,t+l] 

andand V2(m) ^ V2([h,t — 1]), 

00 or 1/2 - fm>h,t/4 if m is even 
andand V2(m) — V2([h, t— 1]). 

Proof.Proof. One applies the Riemann-Hurwitz formula to the canonical projection X  X/P, 
gettingg 2g{X) - 2 = 2{2g(X/P) -2) + N. It follows g{X/P) = g{X)/2 + (2 - N)/4, then 
onee uses the formulas for N from proposition 4.4.

Actionn of P cyclic of order 3 

Noww we will characterize the curves X with F as in Case 4.2. 

Theoremm 4.9. Let its assume that char[k) = 0. Then there exists a Galois covering 
pp : X -* P1 with abelian Galois group A = (Z/mZ)2/H such that X admits a group P of 
extraextra automorphisms as in Case 4-2 if and only if H — ({m/h, mt/h)), with t2 — t + 1 = 0 
(mod(mod h). 

Proof.Proof. We prove only the necessity part of the statement. The sufficiency can be proved 
similarlyy as in theorem 4.7. From the discussion of Case (4.2) it follows that one can 
findd generators c*,/3,7 of J40, J4I, J4OO, respectively, which are permuted cyclically by the 
conjugationn by r. 

Takingg <7i, o-2,cr3 € G, with product equal to 1, as before, we may assume U\ = a, 
aa22 — gT

2 and as = r. So we find g = a- 1. Moreover CT2 must have order three. This 
impliess that 1 = a~lr2a~xT2a~lT2 — a r ^- 1 / ? "1 . This means that A  ̂ is generated by 
77 = a- 1/?- 1. We see then that A = (Z/mZ)2/# with H invariant by the automorphism of 
(Z/mZ)22 such that (0,1) i-> (0,1) i-> ( -1, -1). From this it is easy to see that t2-t+l  = 1 
(modd h). O 

Wee now proceed to compute the genus of X/P. Again, we have to count the fixed 
pointss of the action of P on the curve X. The group P is generated by r = gr0, with r0 
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anyy fixed order three automorphism descending to the cycle (0,1, oo), and g = a0 ^ G A, 
withh arbitrary a, b G Z. Indeed it is easy to see that for any choice of a and b, the 
automorphismm r as above has order three. 

Wee know that the fixed points of r can be found only in the fibres p~l{{—r}})  and 
p_1({~ V2}) -- From the proof of theorem 4.9, we can assume that there is a point x0 6 
p_1({—77} )) fixed by CC~XTQ, and therefore also by {CX~XTQ)2 — /?r0. Similarly, there exists 
aa point yo £ p~l({ — V2}) fixed by To. We start with the study of the fixed points in 
p_1({—7/2}) .. By computations similar to the ones done for theorem 4.8, this is the same 
ass counting how many elements 0 G A satisfy the relation 9rd~l — 9gTo6~l = r0. We 
writee 8 = a1^. Remembering the effect of the conjugation by r from the proof of theorem 
4.9,, that is TCXT~X = {3, T&T~X — a~l(3~y, TOL~1J3~XT~1 = a, the relation above becomes 
thee system 

xx + y + a = rm/h and — x + 2y + b = rmt/h. (31) 

Similarlyy the points in p~l({—rj})  having r in their ramification group are in bijective 
correspondencee with the set of elements 6 G A such that 9grod~l = 0TQ. In this case the 
systemm to solve is: 

xx + y + a = rm/h and — x + 2y + b— 1 = rmt/h. (32) 

Lett us consider $ £ End((Z/mZ)2), defined by <b(x, y) = (x + y> —x + 2y), with det $ = 3 
andd Im$ generated by (1,-1) and (0,3). The solutions of the homogeneous system 
xx + y = rm/h and -x + 2y = rmt/h (mod m), are given by the (x,y) G $- 1( / f ) . We 
observee that H C Im$. This can be seen by tensoring with Z/pZ for any prime p\m: 
itt is obvious if p  ̂ 3 and if p = 3 then H (g> Z/3Z = (m/h{l,t)} = (m/h(l, -1)) c 
Im<i>(p)) since —1 is the only solution of t2 — t + 1 mod 3. Therefore <£>_1(H) will have h 
elementss if 3 /m and 3h elements if 3|m. Furthermore it is easy to see that H c $~1{H) 
andd therefore our solutions descend to one element in A, or to three elements according 
whetherr 3 /fm or 3|m, respectively. To establish the existence of solutions for the non 
homogeneouss systems, we need only to look whether (a, b) or (a, 6+1) belong to Im$ or 
not.. In the case 3 /fm we know that $ is surjective and therefore the two systems are 
bothh solvable and have a unique solution mod H. In the case 3|m we observe that since 
(0,1)) £ Im$ the only possible cases are the following: (a, b) G Im$ and (a, b+ 1) £ Im$, 
orr (a, b) £ Im$ and (a, b + 1) € Im<I>, or (a, b) <£ Im$ and (a,b+l) & Im$. 

Inn conclusion, there are two fixed points for P if 3 /m, three fixed points or none, if 
3|m. . 

Wee collect these results in the following. 
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Theoremm 4.10. For X and P = (T) cyclic of order three, as in Case 4-2, one has 

g(X/P)=g(X)/3g(X/P)=g(X)/3 + em, 

with with 
ff  0 if 3 /m 

mm \ 2/3 or - 1/3 if 3jm 

Proof.Proof. From the Riemann-Hurwitz formula for the quotient map X —  X/P, we get: 
2^(X)) - 2 = 3(2g(X/P) - 2) + 2AT, with AT the number of fixed points for P, computed 
above.. The stated formula for g(X/P) follows easily. D 

Actionn of P isomorphic to S3 

Finallyy we deal with the case when X admits a group of automorphisms P as in Case 4.3. 

Theoremm 4.11. Let us assume that char[k) — 0. Then there exists a Galois covering 
pp : X —> P1 with abelian Galois group A = (Z/mZ)2/H such that X admits a group P of 
extraextra automorphisms as in Case \.S if and only if either X is the Fermat curve of degree 
m,m, or 3|m and H — ((m/3,2m/3)). 

Proof.Proof. Again, we give a proof of the necessity part of the characterization above.The 
sufficiencyy follows easily as in the proof of theorem 4.7. 

InIn Case (4.3) the curve X has automorphisms of both the types appearing in Cases 
4.11 and 4.2. A consequence of the discussion of those cases is that H is invariant with 
respectt to the conjugations induced by the transposition (0,1) and the cycle (0, l,oo). 
Thereforee the class of t mod h satisfies both the conditions appearing in theorems 4.7 and 
4.9.. Hence t = 2 and t2 ~ 1 (mod h). So, either h — 1 or h = 3. In the first case X is the 
Fermatt curve of degree m, in the second one H is the subgroup of (Z/mZ)2 generated by 
thee couple (m/3,2m/3).

Wee conclude the study of quotients of the quotients of the Fermat curves in char= 0 
withh the computation of g(X/P) for the case 4.3, i.e. for P = S3. 

Theoremm 4.12. Suppose X and P = 53, as in theorem 4-H-
IfIf  X is the Fermat curve (22), then 

g(X/P)g(X/P) = {m2-Qm)/12 + 6m, 
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with with 

OOmm = 

ifif  m = 1,5 (mod 6), 
ifif  m = 2,4 (mod 6), 

ifif  m = 3 (mod 6), 
ifif  m = 0 (mod 6). 

IfhIfh = Z, t = 2, then 

g(X/P)g(X/P) = (m2 - 12m)/36 + 0n 

with with 

{J J 
ifif  m = 0 (mod 2), 

3/44 ifm = l (mod 2). 

Proof.Proof. The curve X is covered by the Fermat curve Fm of equation (22). The group P 
iss generated by an element r of order two, and an element a of order three. From the 
prooff  of theorem 4.11, we know that r and a lif t to Fm, hence may assume r = ur0, 
aa — VO-Q, with u,v 6 A and r0, CTO induced by the Fermat curve automorphisms T0(X : 
YY : Z) = (Y : X : Z) and a0(X : y : Z) = {Z : X : Y). We need to find condition 
onn u,v such that P = S3. One condition is that r has order 2: writing u = ax^y, this 
amountss to x + y = sm/[h,t - 1], as seen in the discussion before proposition 4.4. From 
theoremm 4.11 we know that h = 1 or h = 3 and £ = 2, hence the condition above is simply 
xx + y = 0 (mod m). It follows that r is a conjugate of To, precisely r = cnxroa_x. This 
meanss that up to conjugation we can assume that T = TQ and a = ac/3da0. We can further 
conjugatee by an element in A which commutes with r0, for example by a^p0. We get 

aa-dp-d-dp-daaaadpddpd = a-*p-dacpi0da-*p-* (ro = a
c-M ob. So we assume r = r0 and a = aaa0. 

Anotherr condition is that TO must have order two. We have TO — {3aT0o0 = j3aTi, where 
Tii  descends from the Fermat curve automorphism (X : Y : Z) \-  (X : Z : y ). One finds 
thatt (TO-)2 = (/?°Ti)2 = fiaora(3~a = aTa, so ro- has order two if and only if a = 0 (mod 
m).. Hence P is a conjugate of (ro,o-0). So we can reduce ourselves to P = (r0,cro}. To 
completee the proof, we will examine separately the two cases coming from theorem 4.11. 

Thee first possibility is that X is the Fermat curve Fm. The number of fixed points 
forr r0 is m + 1 if m odd, and m if m is even. Precisely, they are the points {(1 : —1 : 
0)}}  U{(x:x:l)  : 2xm + 1 = 0} , when m is odd, and {{x : x : 1) : 2xm + 1 - 0 } , when 
mm is even. 
Thee fixed points for OQ are the two points (1 : p : p2), where p is a primitive 3rd root of 1 
iff  m is not divisible by 3, and there are no fixed points if m is divisible by 3. We see that 
theree are no points in X fixed by the whole P. So the points fixed by any two distinct 
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transpositionss in P form two disjoint sets, and the total number of points fixed by order 
twoo elements in P is 3(m +1) if m odd, and 3m if m even. 
Byy applying the Riemann-Hurwitz formula to X —> X/P, and taking into account that 
2g{X)-22g{X)-2 = m2-3m, we obtain m2-3m = Q(2g(X/P)-2) + N+2M. Here N = 3(m+l) 
iff  m odd, AT = 3m if m even, and M = 2 if 3 /fm, M = 0 if 3|m. The stated formula 
g{X/P)g{X/P) = (m2 - 6m)/12 + 0(m) follows easily. 

Thee other possibility given by theorem 4.11 is h — 3 and t — 2, hence X = C /#, 
withh H = ((T?,J72)) C (/^m)2, with r/ a primitive third root of the unity. Prom proposition 
4.44 we know that r0 has m + 1 fixed points if m is odd, and m fixed point if m is even. A 
pointt is (X : Y : Z) is fixed under <x0 if and only if there exist i 6 Z and X E k* such that 
(r^ZZ : r] 2iX : Y) = \{X : Y : Z), that is, taking Z = \, rf = \X = \2rfY = AV- Thus 
A33 = l, 
(X(X : Y : 1) = (A2 : A : 1) ^ C, because 3|m. So we have no fixed points for a0 in 
X.X. So the fixed points for the action of P come only from the order two elements, and 
thee total number is 3m, if 2jm, and 3(m + 1), if 2 /|m. Prom theorem 4.6, one finds 
2g(X)2g(X) — 2 — m(m — 3)/3. So the Riemann-Hurwitz formula for X —  X/P gives m(m -
3)/33 = 6{2g{X/P) - 2) + 3m if 2jm or m(m - 3)/3 = %{2g(X/P) - 2) + 3(m + 1) if 2 J(m. 
Thee stated formula for g(X/P) follows immediately. D 

4.77 Reduction to characteristic p 

Finally,, we study the reduction of the curves X/P over a prime p ^ 2. The formula for 
g{X/P)g{X/P) given in theorem 4.8 still hold, because in that case P has order 2, hence it is 
nott divisible by p. For the same reason, the formulas in theorems 4.10 and 4.12 still hold 
iff  p  ̂ 3. So let us suppose p = 3, hence m  ̂ 0 (mod 3). 

Wee recall that X is a curve admitting a Galois covering X —> P1 with Galois abelian 
groupp A of exponent m not divisible by p —char(A;). As discussed at the beginning of 
sectionn 4.4, there exists a covering map Fm —> X, with Fm the Fermat curve of degree m. 
Thiss map is obtained by identifying X = Fm/H with H a subgroup of the automorphism 
groupp (nm)2 = (fJ-m)3/Hm, which acts on Fm as described in section 4.1. The covering 
mapp Fm -» P1 defined by (X : Y : Z) i-> (Xm : Fm : Zm) identifies the projective line 
XX + Y + Z = 0 with the quotient curve Fm/(/j,m)2, so this covering map factorizes as the 
compositionn of Galois coverings Fm —* X —> Pl . 

Iff  P is a group of isomorphisms as described in Case 4.2, then a generator a is always 
off  the form gao with g £ A in the Galois group of X over P1, and a$ induced by the 
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automorphismm (X : Y : Z) *->  (Z : X : Y). Therefore a induces onX + V + Z = 0 exactly 
thee automorphism 

aa : {X : Y : Z) -+ (Z : X : Y). 

Noww let x € X be a ramification point for a. Let y be its image in P1. We already 
knoww that x is not a ramification point for X —* P1, hence it is easy to see that the 
contributionn of x to the ramification divisor's degree of the covering X —  X/{cr) is the 
samee as the contribution of y with respect to the covering P1 —*  P1/(a). So it is sufficient 
too calculate the latter, and multiply the result by the number of rr's lying over y, which 
iss independent of the characteristic. We have y = (1 : 1 : 1) and a parametrization of a 
neighborhoodd of y is (X : Y : Z) = (1 - A : 1 4- A : 1). One sees that the rational function 
ƒƒ = A3/(l - A)(l + A) is invariant under the action of a, which is indeed described by 
AA  A/(l 4- A). Moreover the order of this function at A = 0 is exactly three, so to 
computee the order of the ramification divisor at y, we can take the order at A = 0 of the 
differentiall  df. With a straightforward calculation one sees this order is 4. So the degree 
off  the ramification divisor in characteristic three is the same as in characteristic 0. 

Noww let P be as in Case 4.3. By theorem, X is the Fermat curve of degree m, since 
33 /fm, so the case h = 3 cannot appear here. The point x — (1 : 1 : 1) is the only total 
ramificationn point for X —» P1. As before, the order of the ramification divisor at a: is 
thee same as for the point y = (1 : 1 : 1) 6 Pl with respect to the covering P1 —*  V1 jP. 
Choosingg the same parametrization as before we see that an invariant function of order 
66 at A = 0 is f2. Then it is immediate that the order of the ramification divisor at 
(11 : 1 : 1) is 7. Observe that this value is exactly the contribution of three points fixed by 
aa transposition plus two points fixed by a 3-cycle in the case m = 1 and for characteristic 
0.. So, at the end we find the same formulas for g(X/P) as in theorem 4.12, for the cases 
whenn m ^ 0 (mod 3). In conclusion, we have the following. 

Theoremm 4.13. The formulas in theorems 4-8, 4-10 <*n^ 4-1& s  ̂ hold if X is defined 
overover a field of characteristic p  ̂ 2, and the subgroup of automorphisms P descends iso-
morphicallymorphically to a subgroup of automorphisms of P1 permuting 0,1, oo. 

Remarkk 4.1. The geometrical meaning of the discussion above is the following: the curve 
X/PX/P over Spec(Z) has good reduction over p = 3, provided that 3 /fm. This fact might 
bee proven with some direct but lengthy calculations, but it is also an consequence of the 
invariancee of the genus of the normalization of any reduction of X, which we have just 
obtained. . 
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55 Tables of supersingular genera 

5.11 Numerical results 

Ass an application of the formulas for the genera of quotients of curves of the type 6 
withh respect of groups of types I, II and III , we will give a result on the existence of 
supersingularr genera up to 100 in some odd characteristic. The implementations of these 
formulass were written in Maple. 

Theoremm 5.1. For any integer g with 0 < g < 100 and 

p€p€ {3,5,7,11,13,17,19,23} 

therethere exists a supersingular curve of genus g over Fp, except possibly in the following cases: 

 p = 3 and g — 59. 

 p = 7: and g € {49,59,87,97}. 

 p = 13 and g G {7,13,17,19,31,47,49,59,67,89,97}. 

Too illustrate the theorem above, we will indicate how to construct supersingular curves 
off  genera 20 < g < 30 in characteristic 5 by the methods developed in this chapter. Most 
off  the genera are obtainable by more than one method, although below we show just one 
inn every case. 

-- g = 20 can be obtained as follows. We can apply formula 10 with n = 10, v — w — 
uu = 0 and m = (510 - 1)(510 +1)/41. This is possible since 41|510 +1 (and indeed 10 
iss the minimum exponent n such that 41|5"+1) and one finds d — gcd(m, 510 + 1) = 
(5100 + 1)/41. The compatibility conditions for n,v,w,m of section 4.2 are trivially 
satisfiedd by proposition 4.3, since v = w — 0 means choosing V and W both equal 
too (0). 

-- g — 21 can be obtained by method II . One takes a suitable quotient of the Artin-
Schreierr curve ym — xq — x, with m = 3 and q = 55. The condition 3|<?+1 is satisfied. 
Wee apply formula 20, by taking A = (55 — l)/44 = 71, so that we are in the case 
whenn (55 — 1)/A is even, and we choose e = 2A. 

-- The genus g = 22 can be obtained similarly as the case g = 21, but choosing e = 0. 
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-- The genus g = 23 can be obtained by taking a quotient of the Fermat curve of 
degreee 47 by method III . More precisely we apply the formula in theorem 4.6 with 
e00 = t\ = h = m = 47, and d = 1. All the conditions of theorem are satisfied and 
m|5233 + 1, so we know that the Fermat curve of degree m is supersingular. 

-- Genus g = 24 is obtained by theorem 10, taking n = 3, v = 0, w = 1 and m = 56. 
Hencee d = gcd(m, 53 + 1) = 14 and m|56 — 1. The last condition to check is that 
ww > s = min{j : {mfd)\jp — 1}, which is verified because s = 1. 

-- g = 25 can be obtained by the formula in theorem 4.6, setting eo = e.\ = m = 27 
andd h = d = 9. One checks that the conditions of theorem 4.6 are all satisfied and 
thatt m|59 + 1. We remark that this case, contrarily to the other ones, is obtainable 
onlyy by method III . 

-- g = 26 is obtainable by method II , precisely by applying theorem 20 with m = 27, 
AA = (59 - l)/4 and e = 0. 

-- g = 27 is obtainable by the formula in theorem 4.12 for g(X/P) with X the Fermat 
curvee of degree m = 21. One checks that m|53 -f 1, so X is supersingular. 

-- g = 28 can be obtained by theorem 4.6, with m = e0 = e\ — 21, h = 7 and d = 1. 

-- g = 29 can be obtained by theorem 20, with m = 3 q = S29, A = (S29 - l)/59. We 
aree applying case m odd and (q - 1)/A odd of the cited theorem. 

.. g = 30 is obtained by theorem 4.6, with m — eo = ei = /i = 61 and d = 1. We are 
gettingg the genus of a supersingular curve, because m|515 + 1. 

5.22 Final remarks 

Thee methods used in this chapter to produce supersingular curves work quite well for 
inn low genera and characteristics, as it is evident from the tables above. However the 
resultss become worse in very high genera, because of the fact that we had to consider 
onlyy quotients of the Fermat curves of degree q + 1 (6), with q an arbitrary power of 
thee characteristic p. For example in order to produce supersingular curves using the re-
sultss of section 4.4, where the quotients of the Fermat curves Xm + Ym + Zm = 0 were 
systematicallyy studied, one has to restrict oneself to the condition 

pprr = — 1 (mod m), 
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forr some positive integer r. Similarly, in section 4.3 we used the Artin-Schreier coverings 
off  P1 (14) with m satisfying the same condition as above. Now, results from number 
theoryy assert that the set of such m has density 0 in N. This explain why our method 
iss not very good for high genera. The situation is very different if one is interested in 
thee larger class of the p-rank 0 curves. We remember that the existence of such curves in 
anyy genus has been proved by C. Faber and G. van der Geer in the article [7], where it 
iss even proved that the closed subset of Mg <8> ¥p of the p-rank 0 curves has codimension 
g.g. However, it might still be interesting to have explicit examples of such curves in any 
genera.. We do this in a very easy way in char= 3 and in char= 5. We use the following 
welll  known result, see for example [37]. 

Theoremm 5.2. Let IT :Y —  X be Galois covering of curves defined over an algebraically 
closedclosed field in characteristic p, with Galois group a p-group G. Let fY and fx the p-ranks 
ofof Y and X respectively. For any x € X let also rx be the ramification order at any y EY 
withwith n(y) — x. Then the following formula holds: 

f Y - ll = o(G) (fx-l + J2(l ~ !Ax) J

Proof.Proof. This is a generalization of the Deuring-Shafarevitch formula, proved in [37], theo-
remm 4.2. D 

Inn particular it follows that if X has p-rank 0 and IT : Y —  X is an Artin-Schreier 
coveringg yp — y = ƒ with ƒ G k(X) having a single pole on X of order prime to p, then 
alsoo Y has p-rank 0. This is the case, for example, of X = P1 and f(x) a polynomial. 

Thee property of having p-rank 0 is isogeny invariant. Hence similarly as in the case of 
supersingularr curves, one can prove that if a curve X has p-rank 0 and it covers another 
curvee X', then also X' has p-rank 0. 

Lett X be the Artin-Schreier covering of P1 

XX : ym = xq - x, 

withh m prime to p. Given any a £ F*  with ord(a) = A, one can define an automorphism 
aa of X by setting a(x) — ax and a{y) = by, with b such that bm — a. If in particular 
(m,, A) = 1, then the element b above is uniquely determined as an element of (a). Let G 
bee the group of automorphisms of X generated by such a, so in particular if (m, A) = 1 
onee has ord(G) = A. Then we have the following result. 
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Propositionn 5.1. Let us assume (m, A) = 1, then the genus of X/G is given by: 

g(X/G)g(X/G) = l ( m - l ) ( ^ y (33) 

SketchSketch of proof. One considers the natural diagram 

XX —2— X/G 

44 *"1 
pii  _ ? _̂  p i /G, 

wheree the maps p and q are cyclic Galois coverings of degree A and 7r', IT" are cyclic Galois 
coveringss of order m. Carrying out an analysis of the ramification orders at points of X 
andd their images through the maps in the diagram above, one can prove that n" is ramified 
onlyy over Pl(¥q)/G and the ramification is total over these points. These calculations 
aree similar to those carried on in section 4.3, and indeed much simpler. One sees easily 
thatt \Pl(¥q)/G\ = 2 + (q - 1)/A, so from the Riemann-Hurwitz formula applied to the 
coveringg 7r" one can deduce the genus of X/G. G 

Curvess of p-rank 0 in char= 3. 

Wee take q = p = 3 and therefore A = 1 or 2. We use formula (33). 
Forr A = 1 and arbitrary m prime to 3, we get the set of genera: 

g(X)g(X) = m - 1 £ - 1 (mod 3). 

Forr A = 2, and m = 2s + 1 prime to 3 we get: 

g{X/G)g{X/G) = s£l (mod 3). 

Soo in char= 3 our result is the following. 

Propositionn 5.2. For any integer g > 0 there exists a curve ofp-rankO overF  ̂ of genus 
gg which is covered by some Artin-Schreier curve of the form 

vvmm = x3 - x. 
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Curvess of p-rank 0 in char= 5. 

Inn this case we apply theorem 5.2 to two different situations. 

1)) Let 7T : Y —> E be an Artin-Schreier covering given by an equation of the form 
yy55 — y — ƒ, with E a supersingular elliptic curve and ƒ a rational function on E having 
aa single pole xQ € E of order m > 2 prime to 5. One finds that the different degree of 7r 
overr x0 is (p - l)(m + 1) = 4(m -t- 1), see the calculations in [37], pages 175-176. Prom 
thee Riemann-Hurwitz formula we get 

g{Y)g{Y) = 2m + 3 ?É3 (mod 5), 

withh m > 2. 

2)) Let X —> P1 be the Artin-Schreier covering defined by the equation y5 - y = xm, 
withh m prime to 5. Let us consider quotients of type X/G as in proposition 5.1. We get 
thee following genera. 

-- For A = 1 and any m prime to 5 : 

g{X/G)g{X/G) = 2m - 2 =É 3 (mod 5). 

-- For A = 4 and m — 2s + 1, prime to 5 : 

g(X/G)g(X/G) = s£2 (mod5). 

Takingg the union of the set of genera obtained with the methods above, we find any 
possiblee g except <? = 2, but this case is filled up immediately, since supersingular curves 
inn genus 2 are well known to exist in any characteristic, alternatively look at the table for 
pp — 5 in the preceding section. So we have indicated how to construct p-rank 0 curves 
overr F5 in any genus. 

Thee construction of concrete examples of curves with p-rank 0 in any genus for char 
>> 5 seems to require a more refined analysis. However we believe it is achievable with 
methodss similar to the ones adopted in this section. 
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Samenvatting g 
Ditt proefschrift is gewijd aan de studie van numerieke invarianten voor krommen over 
eenn algebraïsch gesloten lichaam van positieve karakteristiek. De algebraïsche meetkunde 
vann variëteiten in positieve karakteristiek kent een lange traditie, die teruggaat tot in de 
negentiendee eeuw met de werken van Dedekind en Weber. Zij komt in de loop van de 
twintigstee eeuw tot verdere bloei, eerst door de baanbrekende inzichten en bijdragen van 
A.. Weil tot de meetkunde van variëteiten over een eindig lichaam, en later via de werken 
vann Dieudonné, Grothendieck, Deligne en vele anderen in de context van schema's en hun 
cohomologie-theorie.. Een belangrijke stap voorwaarts was Deligne's bewijs van de Weil-
vermoedenss in 1973. Vanaf omstreeks 1980 ontvangt daarnaast het speciale geval van 
krommenn en Jacobianen over eindige lichamen hernieuwde aandacht dankzij belangrijke 
toepassingenn in de coderingstheorie, begonnen met het werk van Goppa. 

Hett onderwerp van dit proefschrift bestaat uit twee fundamentele invarianten voor 
krommenn in positieve karakteristiek. De eerste invariant is het a-getal van de Jacobiaan 
vann een gegeven kromme. Dit is geen invariant onder isogenie. De tweede invariant, de 
mett een Jacobiaan geassocieerde Newton-polygoon, is dat wel. We hebben hierbij speciale 
aandachtt voor het supersinguliere geval, d.w.z. de situatie waarin de Newton-polygoon 
maximaall  is. 

Hoofdstukk 2 doet verslag van onze studie naar restricties op de mogelijke a-getallen 
vann Jacobianen. Het a-getal van een kromme of Jacobiaan X kan worden gedefinieerd 
alss de dimensie van de ruimte van lokaal exacte reguliere differentiaalvormen op X. Deze 
ruimtee is de kern van de Cartier-operator werkend op de ruimte van reguliere differentialen 
opp X. Is de Cartier-operator van rang < m, dan stellen we vast dat er op de kromme 
XX omvangrijke families van üjnbundels bestaan waarvan het aantal sneden "onverwacht" 
iss in relatie tot hun graad. Met behulp van technieken die teruggaan op Castelnuovo, 
verfijndd en aangepast voor kar= p, vinden we de expliciete bovengrenzen g < f(m,p) 
voorr geslachten van krommen met Cartier-operatoren van rang m. 

Inn hoofdstuk 3 starten we ons onderzoek naar het existentieprobleem voor supersin-
gulieree krommen in willekeurige positieve karakteristiek. Voortbordurend op ideeën van 
N.O.. Nygaard en T. Ekedahl vinden we enkele criteria voor supersingulariteit van krom-
menn en abelse variëteiten. In het eerste deel van het hoofdstuk geven we een herformu-
leringg van Nygaard's criterium voor supersingulariteit van krommen of abelse variëteiten. 
Ditt criterium drukken we uit in termen van de door Serre gedefinieerde cohomologie met 
coëfficiëntenn in de Witt-vectoren. Door ideeën van T. Ekedahl toe te passen en uit te 
breidenn vinden we in het tweede deel van hoofdstuk 3 een voldoende voorwaarde voor 
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supersingulariteitt van krommen die een speciale groepswerking toelaten. 
Inn hoofdstuk 4 proberen we bij gegeven karakteristiek p voor zoveel mogelijk geslachten 

eenn supersinguliere kromme met dat geslacht te construeren. Dit leidt tot enkele tabellen 
voorr geslachten van supersinguliere krommen in karakteristiek p, met p > 3 een klein 
priemgetal.. Preciezer, we berekenen quotiënten van de Fermat-krommen van graad q +1, 
mett q een macht van p, voor een aantal klassen van ondergroepen van hun automorfismen-
groep,, die isomorf is aan PGU(3, q2). Door implementatie in computeralgebra vinden we 
lijstenn van geslachten van supersinguliere krommen. Daaruit blijkt bijvoorbeeld, dat 
elkee g < 100, met mogelijke uitzondering van g = 59, optreedt als geslacht van een 
supersingulieree kromme in kar= 3, idem zonder uitzonderingen voor g < 100 in kar= 5, 
enn vergelijkbaar goede resultaten voor andere kleine priemgetallen. Aan het slot van het 
hoofdstukk blijken analoge maar in feite veel eenvoudigere constructies ons in staat te 
stellenn om in kar= 3 en kar= 5 voor elk geslacht expliciete voorbeelden te produceren van 
krommenn van p-rang nul. 
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